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A beautiful and lavishly photographed cookbook focused on authentic Japanese clay-pot
cooking, showcasing beloved recipes and updates on classics, with background on the origins
and history of donabe.Japanese clay pot (donabe) cooking has been refined over centuries into
a versatile and simple method for preparing both dramatic and comforting one-pot meals. In
Donabe, Tokyo native and cooking school instructor Naoko Takei Moore and chef Kyle
Connaughton offer inspiring Japanese home-style recipes such as Sizzling Tofu and
Mushrooms in Miso Sauce and Dashi-Rich Shabu-Shabu, as well as California-inspired dishes
including Steam-Fried Black Cod with Crisp Potatoes, Leeks, and Walnut-Nori Pesto or Smoked
Duck Breast with Creamy Wasabi–Green Onion Dipping Sauce. All are rich in flavor, simple to
prepare, and perfect for a communal dining experience with family and friends. Donabe also
features recipes from luminary chefs such as David Kinch, Namae Shinobu, and Cortney Burns
and Nick Balla, all of whom use donabe in their own kitchens. Collectible, beautiful, and
functional, donabe can easily be an essential part of your cooking repetory.

About the AuthorThe author has had a long infatuation with the Savage 99 and is a Florida
native now living in Wyoming. He started collecting and displaying the rifles in 2005 and is a
former freelance magazine writer and photographer.
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is a storied type of clay cookware from Japan, with roots that go deep into Japanese history. It’s
often used for simmering one-pot dishes, especially popular in the wintertime.In recent years,
Japanese people have been rediscovering the remarkable utility of these traditional cooking
vessels. As deep as donabe’s history goes, it remains an everyday type of cookware used year-
round. But donabe’s potential goes way beyond comforting hot-pot cooking; it’s perfect for
making rice and braising meat. In addition, donabe ware brings warmth and beauty to the table.
The communal nature of a donabe meal brings people together and invites conversation and
bonding.This book is all about creating these donabe experiences to be shared among family
and friends.NAOKO’S STORYI grew up in Tokyo. I have always loved cooking and eating good
food, thanks to my parents, but it was when I moved to Los Angeles in 2001 to study at Le
Cordon Bleu in Pasadena that I became passionate about bringing Japanese food culture to
America. Los Angeles is a big, multicultural city, but real Japanese home cooking—which is,
after all, the core of Japanese food culture—is not so well known. I wanted to introduce authentic
Japanese dishes and cooking styles to Americans and share the joy of cooking them.Cooking
with donabe has always been important to me, and close to my heart, but originally I used
donabe for making hot pot dishes. On one of my trips back home many years ago, I tasted rice
made in a double-lid donabe. It was one of the most striking food discoveries I’ve ever
experienced. That simple, plain rice tasted so good I almost cried. An artisanal pottery company,
Nagatani-en, based in Iga, Japan, had made that donabe. This family-owned company has been
making authentic Iga-yaki (Iga-style) pottery since 1832—for eight generations.So I bought a
donabe for cooking rice from Nagatani-en and brought it home to L.A. I made this plain rice for
my American friends, and they all loved it and started asking me where they could buy a donabe.



I wrote to Nagatani-en and asked if they exported their donabe to the United States. They said
no. So I wrote again and said I would like to import their donabe, and they said I could do so.
Some months later, I went back to Japan and met the current generations running the Nagatani-
en business. The family and I clicked immediately over an amazing donabe meal and sake. That
was the very beginning of my relationship with the Nagatani family. Now, after countless visits
back to Iga over the past seven years, the Nagatani family is like my real family.Soon after the
first visit to Nagatani-en in 2008, I began distributing donabe in the States. Meanwhile, my love
for donabe cooking kept growing. I started collecting different, unique styles of donabe, including
some made in a style similar to a Moroccan tagine pot, as well as steamers, soup and stew pots,
and smokers. I found that they made my food taste better. I began to love cooking more and
more. What I discovered was that donabe ware has the mysterious quality of bringing out the
natural flavors of ingredients, helping them realize their higher potential.There is actually a
scientific explanation of this phenomenon: it’s because of the natural characteristics of donabe,
their porous bodies that promote higher heat retention, and a surface glaze that promotes
natural far-infrared radiant heating. The effect is just like that of cooking on a grill using glowing
charcoals, a process that cooks food gradually and traps flavors inside. Inspired, I gradually
expanded the donabe lineup for my online donabe shop, () and I also started hosting donabe
cooking classes at home.Originally, I thought my donabe shop and cooking classes would
attract mainly Japanese and other Asians who were already familiar with clay-pot cooking. But to
my surprise it has been mostly non-Asian people who have ordered donabe and come to my
classes. I realized that donabe culture could be adapted to Western cooking traditions. The great
thing is that so many of my students, regardless of cultural background, have become repeat
customers of both my shop and my classes. Sometimes they send me photos of their original
donabe dishes. My shop also has international customers—a customer in Sweden even sent me
photos of his donabe reindeer stew! It looked so tasty. At that moment, I felt as if two completely
different worlds had become connected.In 2013, UNESCO designated washoku, traditional
Japanese cuisine, as an Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity because of its respect for
nature and for the proper seasoning of home cooking, passed down over centuries of shared
mealtimes. Donabe is the perfect expression of Japanese home cooking. Now I feel even more
responsible for the role I play as a Japanese cooking teacher and “donabe ambassador” living
abroad. I’m on a mission to spread the word about the Japanese healthy lifestyle and authentic
washoku home cooking.Many typical donabe dishes require little or no fat and light seasoning,
yet the results are very satisfying. Also, many donabe dishes are typically one-pot dishes, meant
to be served at the table right out of the pot. As a result, preparation and cleanup tend to be
easier compared with using other cookware. Donabe cooking is convenient for busy people who
want to eat tasty, nourishing meals at home.This cookbook features cooking in six styles of
donabe pots: classic, rice cooker, soup and stew, steamer, tagine style, and smoker. My recipes
are practical, home-style dishes that have been particularly popular among family, friends, and
students from my donabe cooking classes. Through the recipes, I want to share omotenashi, the



Japanese way of hospitality for various occasions. Whether it’s a casual night with your family, an
intimate meal with a partner, or a special dinner party with important guests, donabe cooking
has a magical power to make everyone feel welcome. A donabe meal is meant for sharing, and
sharing is at the heart of our omotenashi culture in Japan.It also lets you create a beautiful
tabletop presentation for home entertaining. You’ll find here a variety of donabe serving ideas
and seasonal variations, including an izakaya- (Japanese pub-) style donabe dinner party, a
springtime temple-style donabe breakfast, and an outdoor donabe brunch. Through my
omotenashi in this book, I am also excited to share the beauty of Iga pottery, whose casual
beauty inspires feelings of warmth and welcome in those who are served from it. All the donabe
and ceramic tableware you’ll see on my recipe pages, including bowls, plates, and cups, is
authentic Iga-yaki pottery handcrafted by Nagatani-en. It’s made from the ancient clay around
the city of Iga, which was a lake bed about four million years ago. What makes them special is
the power of earth, fire, and history. In addition to recipes, I’ve included fundamentals about
donabe and Iga, along with practical information about cooking with each specific type of
donabe. I hope this book will be the essential guide for your happy donabe lifestyle.It’s my
pleasure to help people from different cultures discover how great donabe cooking is and adapt
it to their own cuisines. And my coauthor does just that with the California-inspired recipes he
has included in this book. There are also recipes from some of the most respected chefs from
the United States and Japan.Donabe cooking is my heart and soul. And it makes people happy. I
am extremely honored to share my passion with you through these pages, and hope this book
will open the door to the rich everyday donabe lifestyle and omotenashi culture for you. My wish
is that the recipes in this book will make you very happy.Happy donabe life!NAOKO TAKEI
MOORENaoko and her mother, Mikiko, and sister, TomokoKYLE’S STORYI’ve been fortunate to
cook all over the world with chefs I respect and with other professionals who care deeply about
food and hospitality. Having a passion for food is easy, but having a passion for hospitality and
making people happy is something that can’t be taught—it has to come from within. I discovered
early on, well before I began my career as a chef, that great Japanese restaurants provided both
in a way that spoke to me very deeply. My career has been built in a combination of Japanese,
European, and California kitchens. I’ve been fortunate in my time to cook everything from rustic,
seasonally focused cuisine with Los Angeles chef and restaurateur Suzanne Goin to very
precise, science-oriented cuisine with British chef and restaurateur Heston Blumenthal. Through
these varied experiences around the world, a few things have stayed constant: my love for
Japanese cuisine and my passion for hospitality.A dinner I had one night at a sushi bar in the
mid-1980s, before sushi really took off in the United States, sparked a lifelong obsession with
Japanese cuisine. I was nine years old. My dad took me to my first Japanese restaurant after
coming back from Tokyo on business. I was fascinated by the postcards he’d sent and the
stories he’d brought back. My parents supported my fixation by hosting Japanese foreign
exchange students, traveling to Japan, and eating as much Japanese food as possible. Later,
my wife and I—young, broke parents in our twenties—saved every penny we could to take trips



to Japan to eat. I began going to language tutors and worked in Japanese kitchens in L.A.,
attending the California Sushi Academy and the Sushi Chef Institute with the great master sushi
chef Andy Matsuda. Matsuda-sensei took me on a trip to Japan with him and dropped me off at
his brother’s sushi restaurant for an eye-opening apprenticeship.These experiences only made
me crave working in Japan more. While I cooked at my favorite restaurants in L.A. at night, my
wife, young daughters, and I studied Japanese during the day. Finally, I landed a job working for
Michel Bras at his new restaurant in Hokkaido. We moved our two young daughters to the rural,
snowy northern island. There I spent a few years cooking in the Bras kitchen, as well as at some
of the great restaurants of Japan that served classic and modern Japanese cuisine. The arctic
weather of Hokkaido and our limited budget for heating fuel meant that most nights at home
were spent huddled around a tabletop burner and a donabe. On my evenings off, the family
came together for a hot pot of local seafood with miso or braised pork from the farmer families at
our daughters’ school. These are the experiences that stand out most in my mind when I think of
our beautiful adopted home.Later we moved to England for four years, where I was the research
and development chef for Heston Blumenthal at The Fat Duck restaurant. That kitchen and our
work there were centered on leveraging science in the kitchen and using technology to achieve
precision and accuracy. That sounds very cutting-edge, but no chef I’ve ever met is as
passionate about ancient cooking techniques as Heston. I started to piece together how both
old and new technologies can be used together, all based on their merits and what’s best for the
job at hand. Heston used to say, “At one point, any cooking tool was considered new
technology,” and he is right. Donabe is an amazing and beautiful technology that has stood the
test of time because of its unique functional properties.When I returned to California after years
abroad, I was so happy to reconnect with Naoko-san, whom I’d met while she was a culinary
school student in Southern California. I saw her hard work and dedication to sharing donabe
cooking with Western cooks and chefs. She began taking me with her on trips to Iga, where I
joined her adopted Nagatani family. She has been my teacher and guide into the greater world of
donabe, and we decided as a team to share this amazing world with you.In this book, we share
not only donabe recipes but also the functional properties of these beautiful vessels and ways
you can incorporate them into your own cooking, whether at home or in a professional kitchen.
Donabe can be used in all types of cuisines, as our guest chefs and I will show through our
recipes. At home and in my professional kitchen, I use donabe for soups and braises to simmer
vegetables, and to smoke meats. I hope that you, too, will bring donabe into your life and your
kitchen, and share its communal hospitality with your family and friends.KYLE
CONNAUGHTONIntroductionTHE WORLD OF DONABEWhat Is Donabe?Donabe (doh-NAH-
bay) is Japanese traditional earthen cookware. The Kanji characters that make up the word
mean, literally, “clay pot”: do ( ) is “clay” or “earth,” and nabe ( ) is “pot.” Donabe ware is
versatile, and you can use it for a hot pot, soup, or stew; for steaming, making rice, or various
other styles of cooking. It is designed to be used over a gas or open flame.Over its long history,
donabe has become an important part of Japanese cuisine and its food culture. You can almost



call donabe the national cookware of Japan, and almost every household owns at least one of
these vessels. In Japan, donabe is used both at home and in restaurants, whether for casual
dishes or for special meals to entertain guests. The food can be served right out of the donabe
at the table as a communal dish. The excitement of seeing and smelling the steaming-hot food
when the donabe’s lid is lifted never gets old and brings together everyone at the table.A Brief
HistoryOne of the oldest extant documents in which clay pots are mentioned is from the eighth
century. At the time, clay pots were referred to simply as nabe (pots), but as metal, iron, stone,
and bronze pots were introduced to Japan over the next few centuries, it became necessary to
distinguish clay pots from metal ones. Clay pots came to be known as donabe.Later, in the
eighteenth century (the middle Edo Period), serving a hot pot over a portable charcoal grill set
on tatami floor mats or directly at a dining table became popular among residents in Edo, or
what is now Tokyo. This style of serving is considered to be the origin of the hot-pot dishes we
associate with donabe today, in which ingredients such as tofu, fish, meat, and vegetables are
placed in the pot and cooked in a simmering broth at the table. At that time, however, a hot-pot
dish was mostly served in small individual-serving-size pots. These dishes were mainly for
adults to enjoy, rather than the whole family, and mostly iron pots were used for the convenience
of fast heating.It wasn’t until much later, during the twentieth century, after the family dining style
shifted from serving individual trays to family members and started dining by surrounding a
table, that the Japanese people rediscovered donabe as the perfect cooking vessel for a
communal hot-pot meal. When the strict patriarchal system in Japanese families—where fathers
were normally served the best, or sometimes their own extra, portions—faded in the twentieth
century, it became common for a family to share a meal communally. As a result, hot pot became
a popular dish to share at home.Donabe continues to evolve in quality and design. More
specialized and improved functions of donabe, including tagine-style, steamer, and smoker
donabe, serve different cooking purposes as people’s lifestyles have become more modernized
and food culture has been exposed to international influences. Donabe has evolved into a
timeless cooking tool and continues to be loved by Japanese people for its utility and feel of
earth and fire.*Reference sources: Bimi-Serai Magazine (December 2011 issue), Kibun
Academy (), .Donabe Culture in JapanToday, donabe cooking brings family and friends closer
together. In Japan, there is a common expression: nabe o kakomu (“surrounding a pot”). This
expression evokes how sharing a hot-pot meal at the same table creates an intimate communal
experience. The expression is used in ways like, “Let’s go out and chat by surrounding a pot” or “I
had a good time by surrounding a pot with” so-and-so. Also, when we say nabe, it not only refers
to the cooking vessel itself, but also means “hot-pot dish.” So you can just say, “Let’s eat nabe.”
Such communal dining encourages participation and interaction at the table, so it’s also often
used to help people bond faster when they start a new relationship, whether business or
personal.At home, people make a simple one-pot meal by simmering meat or fish with
vegetables on a regular day, or a more elaborate donabe dinner to entertain guests. Besides
nabe (hot-pot dishes), donabe is also used for cooking other types of dishes, including rice or



stews.At restaurants, donabe dishes can be served in a variety of settings, from a humble
izakaya (Japanese pub) to very elegant ryotei (luxurious Japanese restaurant). These
restaurants can feature regional and seasonal dishes, or traditional or original cuisine, with
diners gathered around a communal pot. For a special occasion, they might enjoy a fugu-chiri
(blowfish hot pot) or a kani suki (crab hot pot) dinner course. For a simple treat, some
restaurants (many in Kyoto) serve traditional yu-dofu (simmered tofu) in donabe. Even rice
snobs who frequent posh izakayas can choose from a long list of artisanal rice varieties and
receive an individual-size donabe to order.In the food culture of Japan, donabe cooking is
constantly featured on television shows, in magazines, and on websites, as people crave new
recipes and techniques. There are growing numbers of donabe cookbooks, too. As the donabe
culture continues to evolve, donabe’s possibilities are expanding into different methods of
cooking in different cuisines—even beyond Asia. It’s no longer surprising to see donabe used for
making international dishes such as bouillabaisse, risotto, or pot roast.Over thousands of years
of donabe history, so many other kinds of cookware have become popular, and new kinds of
high-tech cookware keep popping up in the market. But donabe still continues to have a strong
presence in Japanese food culture. This longevity is due to the functionality and organic feeling
of this earthenware, along with its ancient origin.Advantages of Donabe CookingMany people
who use donabe say it makes food taste better. The secret is the material: clay. Donabe takes a
much longer time to build heat and cool down than other cookware, such as stainless steel. This
characteristic is the key to all the natural flavor donabe can draw out of straightforward
ingredients.Because donabe builds heat slowly, it allows the flavors of a dish to build gradually.
Donabe can help make your mushroom soup taste more savory and your rice taste sweeter.
When a dish is higher in natural umami flavor, less seasoning and less fat are needed to
complete the flavors. We like to say that donabe is a friendly cookware for health-conscious
people.Once the heat has built within the donabe, you can lower the flame and it will maintain a
steady and gentle heat distribution. The donabe also works like a cushion for that heat, taking
the direct flame from the stove and evenly distributing it across the surface and to the food.
During cooking, donabe’s glaze promotes natural far-infrared radiation, which is the same effect
that glowing charcoal gives to food.Donabe ware is known for its remarkable heat retention. It
cools down slowly, so it stays warm on the table for a long time. This trait also makes it perfect
for cooking with carryover heat. That’s why donabe is ideal for slow-cooking. Donabe is an
energy-efficient and eco-friendly cooking vessel because, once heated, it requires little energy
to function.What is umami?The Japanese term umami (literally, “pleasant savory taste”) has
entered the English lexicon in recent years because there is no real Western equivalent that
encompasses it. Like sweetness and saltiness, it is a basic flavor category recognized by the
human taste buds, occurring naturally in foods ranging from dairy products to fish, meat, and
vegetables. Umami doesn’t usually stand alone but is experienced through the way it combines
with other flavors to enhance them. In scientific terms, umami is the taste produced by various
amino acids and nucleotides, including glutamate, guanylate, and inosinate. For the rest of us,



it’s enough to know that it makes food delicious.Choosing DonabeEspecially if you are new to
the world of donabe, choosing the right donabe is the first important step. It’s wise to choose one
that will have the most uses and last for a long time. Here are some tips for choosing a donabe
that you can comfortably use every day.Material. Coarse clay makes donabe with the highest
heat-retention capability. Donabe can be made from all clay, but some are made from clay mixed
with nonclay or artificial components. Some donabe are made from fine, smooth clay, which is
easier to clean but doesn’t retain heat as well. Donabe made from coarse clay, such as Iga clay,
has an extra-porous body that retains and distributes heat the best.Size. Smaller donabe are
easier to handle, but larger donabe can be more flexible, as you can make either large or small
portions in them. For cooking rice in donabe, consider whether you want to make mostly plain
rice or will occasionally be making rice mixed with other ingredients. If the latter, you want to
have enough extra space for the additional ingredients. It’s more convenient to have two different
sizes of donabe for different serving purposes.Durability. Artisanal donabe can be more
expensive than mass-produced donabe, but they are more likely to be made with higher-quality
clay and with extra time and care taken to ensure durability and utility. It takes about two weeks
to make an artisanal donabe such as Iga-yaki donabe, because it is fired twice at an extremely
high temperature. Both the quality and the amount of glaze used can affect durability, too.
Therefore, hand-crafted donabe is well worth the extra investment.Shape and Style. A deeper
donabe body holds broth best and works better in slow cooking, while a shallow, wide donabe—
such as Kyoto-style donabe and tagine-style donabe—can provide more surface area for both
cooking and presentation. This also means more surface area is exposed to receive benefit from
the the far-infrared radiation effect, which cooks first the surface of the contents and then
gradually penetrates inside.There are also different styles for different functions of cooking.
Beside the classic (standard) style of donabe, some are designed for specific purposes such as
rice cooking, steaming, and smoking. So knowing what you plan to cook with your donabe will
help you choose the right style. You don’t have to buy one of everything. Some donabe can be
used for multiple functions. For example, you can use a donabe rice cooker as a classic-style
donabe for hot pots and stews.Design. Of course, because donabe is something you not only
cook with but also serve from at the table, for many people its aesthetics are important. Artisanal
handmade types often carry different characteristics, depending on the artist or the region of
manufacture. Some look rustic, while others are slick and modern.All the recipes introduced in
this book have been tested with Iga-yaki (Iga-style) donabe made by Nagatani-en in Iga, Japan.
Iga-yaki donabe is very porous and is especially remarkable for its heat-retention ability, heat
resistance, and durability. Of course, you can use different producers’ donabe or other cooking
vessels to make many of the recipes. Because some recipes require specific techniques such as
high-intensity dry heating (heating while the pot is empty or heating with little or no fluid inside),
read the manufacturer’s instructions to ensure your vessel can handle such cooking
techniques.Different kinds of donabe can be found at larger Japanese markets, specialty stores,
and online. For shopping information about the Iga-yaki donabe used in this book, see



Resources.Signature CharacteristicsWith use and age, the appearance of your donabe will
change; donabe will develop a mature beauty as it’s used. The more you use it, the more tiny
crackles accumulate, like a leaf’s thin veins, on the glaze inside. These cracks are called kannyu
in Japanese. Kannyu occurs when a donabe repeatedly expands and shrinks during heating and
cooling. While the clay itself can expand and shrink, the glaze is not as flexible as the clay,
causing thin cracks to appear. Kannyu won’t affect the function of the donabe. Rather, they
enhance its strength, as the donabe body can expand and shrink more efficiently when the
cracks give enough space. The cracks are highly appreciated as part of the wabi-sabi (art of
“unfinished” or “incomplete” beauty) character of donabe.Once you start using a donabe, the
bottom changes color and black spots (like burned spots) could appear. That’s another welcome
maturing characteristic of the donabe. In Japan, it’s something to be proud of if you’ve owned a
donabe for a long time and the bottom looks dark and used. That’s the sign of a grown-up
donabe. However, if the bottom part turns black after a few uses, most likely the heat level you’re
using is too high.“Kannyu” crackles naturally appear after multiple uses of a DonabeThe
underside of the donabe becomes much darker after many years of useCaring for Your
DonabeWith proper care, donabe will develop personal characteristics and can last for decades.
Once you understand donabe’s basic characteristics, maintenance is a very easy task. Here are
some useful tips on how to take care of your donabe, from seasoning it to washing and storing
it.Because donabe’s clay body is porous, you must first season donabe by making rice porridge
in it. As the starch of the thick gluelike porridge fills the tiny pores of the clay, it strengthens the
body and helps prevent possible leaks and cracks during cooking. This process also creates a
barrier to keep aromas from the food from penetrating the pores of the clay. It’s a one-time step
that will make your donabe last for a long time.Donabe ware is not dishwasher-safe. Once you
begin cooking with your donabe, use mild soap and a sponge to hand-wash it. Do not leave the
donabe soaking in soapy water, as it could absorb the smell of the soap. Never plunge a hot
donabe into cold water, as the acute heat change could cause cracking.Once they are clean,
make sure you dry all the pieces of the donabe. Place them upside down, at least overnight, to
dry out. If you are storing a donabe for a while, leave it in a dry location. Storing a donabe in high
humidity for a long time could cause mold to grow inside.Donabe is not for storing food, as the
clay body could absorb the smell if you leave food in it for many hours. Transfer leftovers to
another container.How to season donabe:Fill the donabe about 70 percent full of water and add
cooked rice equivalent to about one-fifth or more of the volume of water. You don’t have to be
nervous about the measurement, you can just eyeball the amount. For a medium-size (2.5-qt)
donabe, it’s about 7 cups (1.7 L) water plus 1½ cups (360 ml) or more cooked rice. Stir the water
and rice thoroughly.Cover and cook the rice over low to medium-low heat.Once the porridge
starts to simmer, uncover and cook over low heat until the porridge becomes almost like a paste.
Stir occasionally to make sure the bottom does not burn. The cooking time varies depending on
the size of the donabe. For a medium-size donabe, the cooking time could be about 1 hour.Turn
off the heat and let the donabe cool down for about 1 hour.Remove the porridge completely.



Wash the donabe thoroughly with a soft sponge and mild soap and dry completely before using
it.Warning: Because the outer bottom is not coated in glaze, the exposed clay bottom is
especially water-absorbent. If you set a donabe over heat while the outer bottom is wet, the
moisture could expand in the donabe body and cause cracking. So always make sure the outer
bottom is dry before heating.Cooking SafetyThere are dos and don’ts when using donabe. It’s
important to know the proper handling of donabe in order to cook safely.Donabe is intended for
cooking over an open flame or a gas stove top. It’s also safe in the oven. Do not use it on an
electric element, as the heat won’t distribute the same way as with a flame. Donabe cannot be
used on induction-heat cooktops either, unless you purchase an induction-safe donabe, with a
treatment (such as a metal plate on the outer bottom) in the donabe body making it compatible
with induction heat.It’s best to have at least one portable butane gas burner and butane
cartridges at home. With a portable burner, you can enjoy tabletop communal-style cooking,
whether indoors or out. Portable butane gas burners are widely available online and at Japanese
and other Asian markets. We make some recommendations in the Kitchen Tools appendix in this
book.In general, a donabe pot should not be heated when empty because it could crack, unless
the manufacturer’s instructions say it is safe to do so. Some types of donabe are made with extra
heat-resistant clay or treated with a special glaze that allows them to be heated empty.Donabe
are not suitable for deep-frying. The porous body could absorb the oil and cause damage to the
body or, worse, a fire. You can, however, safely sauté ingredients in a little oil over moderate
heat.You shouldn’t rapidly chill a hot donabe (such as by plunging it into cold water) or set a cold
donabe over heat. Acute temperature changes can shock a donabe and cause cracking. Also,
unless you know your donabe is extra heat-resistant, start the heat level at medium or lower so
that you can prevent possible cracking from heat shock.TroubleshootingEven when you take
good care of your donabe, mistakes can happen. Here are some tips for how to solve some of
the possible problems:Burned food. If you burn food in a donabe and it stains, fill it with warm
water and scrape with a wooden spatula or scrub it gently with a soft-scrub sponge. Repeating
the process will eventually help remove the stain completely. For very stubborn stains, boil water
in the donabe for 5 to 10 minutes and let it cool down before scraping.Minor cracks. Because
donabe expands and shrinks during cooking, small cracks in the clay body (which are natural
and even welcome) could expand further and cause leaking. This is rare, however. If the inside
of the donabe has a small crack that causes leaking, don’t panic. Repeat the seasoning
procedure (see this page) by making porridge in the donabe.Strong odors. If a strong food smell
remains after leaving pungent food inside the donabe, fill the donabe 80 percent full of water,
add a small scoop of already steeped green tea leaves, and simmer for about 10 minutes. The
used tea leaves can absorb the smell in the donabe.Moldy odors. For a moldy smell caused by
not drying the donabe properly, fill the donabe 80 percent full of water, add a few tablespoons of
distilled vinegar, and simmer for about 10 minutes. Repeat the seasoning procedure by making
porridge in the donabe (see this page).How to Use This BookHeat levels indicated in the recipes
are based on conventional home-kitchen gas stoves. For high-caloric stoves designed for



professional use, adjust to a lower heat level (for example, if a recipe says to use medium-high
heat, try medium or medium-low heat).Play with the recipes and create your own style. Don’t feel
too constricted by the recipes. We hope you will feel free to adjust them to suit yourself. The
stated ingredient amounts, cooking times, and heat levels are what work best for us in our
kitchens. Everybody has different tastes when it comes to such things as salt level, heat level,
and the consistency of sauces, so take these recipes as our suggestions and adjust them to
your preferences.Measurement and conversion charts. For rice measurement, we use the
traditional Japanese measuring unit called go (we call it a “rice cup” in English). In Japan, this
unit of measure has been used for hundreds of years and is still used today for measuring both
sake and rice. Traditionally, a square wooden cup called masu was used. Now the masu is more
commonly used simply as a cup for drinking sake. (You may have experienced drinking sake out
of a square wooden masu, as it is very traditional.) The traditional Japanese rice measurement
is 1 rice cup = US ¾ cup = 180 ml.For other, nonrice measurements, this book uses US
measurements with metric equivalents given in parentheses. Conversions are rounded up or
down in the recipes. Teaspoons and tablespoons are standard for both US and metric
measurements.Many of the ingredients in the book may be new to you. There is an extensive
glossary at the back (see this page) that describes these ingredients and offers guidance on
where you can buy them. VEGAN VEGETARIANIGA, HOME OFAUTHENTIC DONABEIga, a
historic province in a mountainous countryside, is situated in the present-day Mie Prefecture
about 210 miles (340 km) southwest of Tokyo. It is one of the oldest and most prestigious pottery-
making regions in Japan. The central district forms around Iga Ueno Castle (originally built in the
late sixteenth century), which is surrounded by widespread, serene natural scenery. With its rich
history and ecology, Iga offers a number of premium local artisanal specialties such as rice,
sake, beef, pork, and rope making, in addition to its famous Iga-yaki (Iga-style) pottery.Iga was
the birthplace of Bashō Matsuo (1644–94), the most revered haiku poet in history. Iga was also
historically famous for mastery in the art of ninja and is a birthplace of Iga ninja clans. Ninja from
Iga were considered to be among the most skilled elites during the age of samurai. There has
been an ongoing rumor in past centuries that Bashō Matsuo, who traveled across the country in
the late seventeenth century and wrote numerous haiku poems during his journey, was actually
a ninja. He traveled about 1,500 miles (2,400 km) on foot in just six months at the age of forty-
five, which was considered to be very old back when the average life expectancy for men was
less than fifty years. Unless you were specially trained physically, completing such a rigorous
journey at that age, including under some extremely harsh weather conditions, would have been
almost impossible. The truth of the legend continues to be in question.The history of Iga-yaki
pottery dates back almost thirteen hundred years. Iga-yaki developed because the clay in this
region has exceptional heat-resistant qualities when fired and because of the abundant red pine
forests, which yielded ideal firewood for the kilns. The term Iga-yaki refers not only to the pottery
made in Iga, but also to any pottery made from the clay of the region, known as “breathing
clay.”About four million years ago, the region of Iga used to be part of the bed of Lake Biwa



(today’s Lake Biwa is still the largest lake in Japan), and clay for Iga-yaki pottery comes from this
prehistoric layer of earth. This clay contains many fossilized microorganisms. When the clay is
shaped and fired at extremely high temperatures, the microorganisms are completely burned to
the point of carbonization, leaving behind tiny holes. Thus, Iga-yaki donabe is especially porous
and has a higher capacity for heat retention. Iga-yaki donabe breathes, and fine bubbles come
out through the kannyu (good cracks) of the glaze to circulate gently inside during cooking. Also,
Iga’s prehistoric clay is naturally very coarse. With all these remarkable characteristics, Iga’s
historic clay is considered to be the ideal clay for making donabe, and Iga-yaki donabe has been
the top choice for many chefs and avid home cooks.Iga-yaki donabe is famous for its bold, rustic
beauty, attributed to the natural characteristics of the Iga clay. The surface can sometimes even
appear cracked or chipped, but these “flaws” are part of its character. You can feel the power of
the earth and the history of this pottery, which matures gracefully to improve with age. The more
you use your donabe, the more you will come to admire and appreciate it—a stark contrast to
many objects made today, which become less functional and less beautiful with use.During the
medieval era, Iga-yaki was renowned for its use in tea ceremonies. Tea masters revered the tea
ceremony wares, especially for their “aesthetic of discord,” an unevenness in the glaze caused
by the ashes in the kiln. The exact form this unevenness takes is beyond the artisan’s control,
though he or she can calculate and induce it to some extent. This “intentionally accidental”
aesthetic, caused by the combination of Iga’s coarse clay and the natural glaze, was called
keshiki (scenery). Keshiki has been a leading factor in the Japanese way of appreciating
pottery’s beauty. It’s caused by factors beyond a human’s power to control, and is a part of what
we call wabi-sabi, the appreciation of the beauty to be found in imperfection and
unevenness.Iga-yaki became widely popular for donabe and other everyday cookware during
the Edo Period during the nineteenth century. Today, there are just over twenty Iga-yaki pottery
producers, plus many individual artisans in the region, and Iga-yaki carries on its heritage to
serve people with its authentic beauty and utility.Nagatani-en is one of the oldest and most
highly respected producers of Iga-yaki donabe and other pottery. Nagatani-en was established
in 1832 and has been run by the Nagatani family for eight generations. Nagatani-en is situated in
a quiet valley, surrounded by nature. The area is so pristine that visiting there can make you feel
as if you had time-traveled hundreds of years into the past. It’s a spiritual place with the strong
power of earth.The whole property of Nagatani-en is historical. On the hillside sits Japan’s
largest remaining historical connected climbing kiln (a traditional style of kiln in Japan, originally
brought from China via Korea, with each kiln connected to another on a slope), designated as a
tangible cultural property of Japan. The kiln has sixteen levels and was in active operation until
the 1970s. Currently it is not in use, but another climbing kiln right next to it operates on special
occasions a few times a year.At Nagatani-en, artisans make numerous kinds of Iga-yaki pottery
every day. Nagatani-en’s donabe lineup is highly sought after for its beauty, utility, and durability.
All its donabe are handcrafted, and it takes about two weeks to produce each one. Every
donabe shows the true identity of Iga-yaki, and each is made to work to its full potential.The



person behind the creation of a number of unique donabe styles is Yuji Nagatani, the chairman
of Nagatani-en and the seventh-generation of this family-run artisan pottery. He is a charismatic
and energetic character. He loves to eat and drink, and his goal is to craft donabe that will make
cooks and diners happy. Yuji feels that while it’s important to carry on and preserve the traditions
of Iga-yaki pottery, those traditions also need to evolve constantly to better serve people’s
changing needs. Just as every Iga-yaki donabe is unique and no two (even in the same design)
are identical, every moment in life is a once-in-a-lifetime treasure (ichigo-ichie, a term used to
explain both pottery and a philosophy). Every dish, every meal, every meeting, and every
conversation happens once in a lifetime and is different the next time—if there is a next time. So
as a pottery producer, Yuji’s mission is to continue to make the kinds of donabe that meet
people’s needs, and he hopes to help make meals more enjoyable and something special each
and every time.Yuji Nagatani’s oldest child, Yasuhiro, is now the president of Nagatani-en, and
the rest of their children are also involved in Nagatani-en’s operation, both in Iga and in Tokyo,
with a mission to bring happy donabe life to people.Nagatani-en’s historic sixteen-level climbing
kiln, built in the early nineteenth centuryNagatani-en’s seventh-generation chairman, Yuji
NagataniHow Donabe Is MadeAt Nagatani-en, the clay can be formed either entirely by hand on
a wheel, or by using a plaster mold. The entire process takes about two weeks for each donabe
to be made.Here is the process of making hand-shaped donabe at Nagatani-en:Kneading clay:
It’s called “chrysanthemum kneading” because the shape of the clay resembles chrysanthemum
flower petals. This process creates texture and pushes out air.Forming: Forming by hand on a
wheel requires special expertise to achieve an even shape and thickness. Formed donabe is left
to dry overnight.Shaving: Each donabe is shaved with a plane to show the rough, porous surface
and so that the surface area will become larger. This step ensures that a wider surface area will
be in direct contact with the heat when the finished donabe is used for cooking. Shaved donabe
is left to dry further for half a day.Attaching knob and handles: The handles of donabe are called
ears, and once they are shaped, they are glued to the clay.Drying: Before the first firing, donabe
is air-dried for about a week. Because Iga-yaki donabe has a thick body, it must dry slowly.Initial
firing: Donabe is fired in a kiln at 1,290°F (700°C) for about eight hours and then cooled down for
more than twenty-four hours.Glazing: This is done in two steps. After the initial glazing, a denser
glaze is applied shortly after.Final firing: Donabe is fired again in a kiln at 2,200°F (1,200°C) for
about twelve hours and left in the kiln for an additional twelve hours or longer to cool down.Out
of the kiln: Even after twelve hours of cooling, these donabe are still very warm and must be
allowed to cool further.Inspection: Once completely cooled down, each donabe is carefully
checked by expert eyes and then put in a box, ready to ship.Copyright © 2015 by Naoko Takei
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StewOven-Braised Soybeans and VegetablesSimmered Pork ShoulderKabu Miso
SoupSimmered Hijiki SaladMiso Keema CurryQuick Simmered Beef with Shirataki and
PotatoesTomato Curry with Chicken and EggplantSoy-Flavored Simmered Ground Chicken over
RiceBraised Spicy KabochaSalmon Chowder with Miso Soy-Milk BrothCrab and Napa Cabbage
SoupPork and Vegetable Miso SoupGrilled Steak with Buddha’s-Hand Kosho and Ponzu
VinaigrettePacific Saury with Tomato Sauce and Oven-Dried and Fresh TomatoesBraised Shio-
Koji Beef Brisket with Sunchokes, Radishes, Celery, and CoffeeDonabe SteamerSeasonal
Steamed VegetablesSteamed Yellowtail Shabu-ShabuCrab and Wakame Savory Egg
CustardSavory Steamed Soy Custard with Saikyo Miso SauceSteamed Pork Belly and
CabbagePork Snow BallsShrimp and Tofu Two Ways (1): Steamed Shrimp on TofuShrimp and
Tofu Two Ways (2): Steamed Tofu and Shrimp GyozaCrab and Pork ShumaiSteamed Black Cod
in Fermented Black Bean SaucePeel-and-Eat Steamed Shrimp with Green Tea and
ShochuSteamed Enoki Mushrooms Wrapped in BeefGreen Tea Steam CakeBlack Sesame and
Sugar Steam CakeAbalone and Mushroom RiceTagine-Style DonabeSizzling Tofu and
Mushrooms in Miso SauceSteam-Roasted Fingerling PotatoesSake-Steamed ClamsSake-
Lover’s Ginger Pork SukiyakiSteam-Fried Vegetables with Creamy Sesame-Tofu Dipping



SauceCrunchy Lotus Root in Black Vinegar SauceSteam-Fried Salmon and Vegetables in Miso
SauceSteam-Fried Burdock and CarrotSteam-Roasted OystersJapanese-Style Sizzling
BibimbapSteam-Fried Black Cod with Crisp Potatoes, Leeks, and Walnut-Nori PestoDaikon
SteakDrunken Steam-Fried Drumettes in Shochu SauceRoasted Shio-Koji ChickenDonabe
SmokerSmoked Medley: Smoking with Assorted IngredientsSmoked SausagesSmoked Duck
Breast with Creamy Wasabi–Green Onion Dipping SauceSmoked Camembert, Nuts, and Dried
Figs with RosemarySmoked Chicken Tender Salad with Kurozu VinaigretteSmoked Heirloom
Tomato Salad with Smoked Tomato VinaigretteSmoked Calamari Salad in Black Sesame
Vinegar SauceSmoked Shrimp, Scallops, and Sweet ChestnutsSmoked Miso-Marinated
TofuDashi, Sauces, and CondimentsKombu and Bonito DashiKombu DashiKombu and Shiitake
DashiChicken DashiYuzu Ponzu3-2-1 PonzuShio-KojiNegi and Shio-Koji Dipping
SauceNaoscoQuick-Pickled Kabu in Shio-KojiKarashi Peanut Butter SauceMiso-Vinegar
Dipping SauceSaikyo Miso AioliNaokochujangUmami-Rich Soy SauceSesame Dipping
SauceYuzu-Scented Sweet Vinegar SeasoningChunky La-yuRECIPE CONTENTSClassic-Style
DonabeSimmered Tofu Hot PotSun-Dried Mushroom and Tofu Hot PotFresh TofuKyoto-Style
Saikyo Miso Hot PotChicken Hot PotCod and Oysters in of Sake LeesNapa Cabbage Hot
PotDashi-Rich Shabu-ShabuDuck and Tofu Hot PotNiigata-Style Sake-Rich Hot PotChicken
Meatballs in Hot Sesame Miso BrothGyoza Hot PotHokkaido-Style Seafood-Miso-Kimchi Hot
PotFried Scales-On Tilefish with Winter Melon Tagliatelle, Mussel Broth, Yuzu, and
KabosuDouble-Lid Donabe Rice CookerPlain White RicePlain Brown RiceTaro RiceSea Bream
RiceTurmeric RiceButtered Scallop and Daikon RiceSalted Kombu and Ginger RiceSalmon and
Hijiki RiceSalt-Cured SalmonVery Juicy Chicken-Wing RiceTofu and Corn RiceTomato-Flavored
Fava Bean and Hijiki RiceEnglish Peas and Yuba RiceOrange Butter RiceYuzu-Kosho Pesto
RiceGreen Tea Rice BallsAzuki Sticky RiceCrab Rice with Charred Green Onion, Tatsoi, and
SesameCrab DashiDonabe for Soup and StewOven-Braised Soybeans and
VegetablesSimmered Pork ShoulderKabu Miso SoupSimmered Hijiki SaladMiso Keema
CurryQuick Simmered Beef with Shirataki and PotatoesTomato Curry with Chicken and
EggplantSoy-Flavored Simmered Ground Chicken over RiceBraised Spicy KabochaSalmon
Chowder with Miso Soy-Milk BrothCrab and Napa Cabbage SoupPork and Vegetable Miso
SoupGrilled Steak with Buddha’s-Hand Kosho and Ponzu VinaigrettePacific Saury with Tomato
Sauce and Oven-Dried and Fresh TomatoesBraised Shio-Koji Beef Brisket with Sunchokes,
Radishes, Celery, and CoffeeDonabe SteamerSeasonal Steamed VegetablesSteamed
Yellowtail Shabu-ShabuCrab and Wakame Savory Egg CustardSavory Steamed Soy Custard
with Saikyo Miso SauceSteamed Pork Belly and CabbagePork Snow BallsShrimp and Tofu Two
Ways (1): Steamed Shrimp on TofuShrimp and Tofu Two Ways (2): Steamed Tofu and Shrimp
GyozaCrab and Pork ShumaiSteamed Black Cod in Fermented Black Bean SaucePeel-and-Eat
Steamed Shrimp with Green Tea and ShochuSteamed Enoki Mushrooms Wrapped in
BeefGreen Tea Steam CakeBlack Sesame and Sugar Steam CakeAbalone and Mushroom
RiceTagine-Style DonabeSizzling Tofu and Mushrooms in Miso SauceSteam-Roasted



Fingerling PotatoesSake-Steamed ClamsSake-Lover’s Ginger Pork SukiyakiSteam-Fried
Vegetables with Creamy Sesame-Tofu Dipping SauceCrunchy Lotus Root in Black Vinegar
SauceSteam-Fried Salmon and Vegetables in Miso SauceSteam-Fried Burdock and
CarrotSteam-Roasted OystersJapanese-Style Sizzling BibimbapSteam-Fried Black Cod with
Crisp Potatoes, Leeks, and Walnut-Nori PestoDaikon SteakDrunken Steam-Fried Drumettes in
Shochu SauceRoasted Shio-Koji ChickenDonabe SmokerSmoked Medley: Smoking with
Assorted IngredientsSmoked SausagesSmoked Duck Breast with Creamy Wasabi–Green
Onion Dipping SauceSmoked Camembert, Nuts, and Dried Figs with RosemarySmoked
Chicken Tender Salad with Kurozu VinaigretteSmoked Heirloom Tomato Salad with Smoked
Tomato VinaigretteSmoked Calamari Salad in Black Sesame Vinegar SauceSmoked Shrimp,
Scallops, and Sweet ChestnutsSmoked Miso-Marinated TofuDashi, Sauces, and
CondimentsKombu and Bonito DashiKombu DashiKombu and Shiitake DashiChicken
DashiYuzu Ponzu3-2-1 PonzuShio-KojiNegi and Shio-Koji Dipping SauceNaoscoQuick-Pickled
Kabu in Shio-KojiKarashi Peanut Butter SauceMiso-Vinegar Dipping SauceSaikyo Miso
AioliNaokochujangUmami-Rich Soy SauceSesame Dipping SauceYuzu-Scented Sweet Vinegar
SeasoningChunky La-yuPREFACEDonabe (doh-NAH-bay) is a storied type of clay cookware
from Japan, with roots that go deep into Japanese history. It’s often used for simmering one-pot
dishes, especially popular in the wintertime.In recent years, Japanese people have been
rediscovering the remarkable utility of these traditional cooking vessels. As deep as donabe’s
history goes, it remains an everyday type of cookware used year-round. But donabe’s potential
goes way beyond comforting hot-pot cooking; it’s perfect for making rice and braising meat. In
addition, donabe ware brings warmth and beauty to the table. The communal nature of a donabe
meal brings people together and invites conversation and bonding.This book is all about
creating these donabe experiences to be shared among family and friends.PREFACEDonabe
(doh-NAH-bay) is a storied type of clay cookware from Japan, with roots that go deep into
Japanese history. It’s often used for simmering one-pot dishes, especially popular in the
wintertime.In recent years, Japanese people have been rediscovering the remarkable utility of
these traditional cooking vessels. As deep as donabe’s history goes, it remains an everyday type
of cookware used year-round. But donabe’s potential goes way beyond comforting hot-pot
cooking; it’s perfect for making rice and braising meat. In addition, donabe ware brings warmth
and beauty to the table. The communal nature of a donabe meal brings people together and
invites conversation and bonding.This book is all about creating these donabe experiences to be
shared among family and friends.PREFACEDonabe (doh-NAH-bay) is a storied type of clay
cookware from Japan, with roots that go deep into Japanese history. It’s often used for
simmering one-pot dishes, especially popular in the wintertime.In recent years, Japanese
people have been rediscovering the remarkable utility of these traditional cooking vessels. As
deep as donabe’s history goes, it remains an everyday type of cookware used year-round. But
donabe’s potential goes way beyond comforting hot-pot cooking; it’s perfect for making rice and
braising meat. In addition, donabe ware brings warmth and beauty to the table. The communal



nature of a donabe meal brings people together and invites conversation and bonding.This book
is all about creating these donabe experiences to be shared among family and
friends.PREFACEDonabe (doh-NAH-bay) is a storied type of clay cookware from Japan, with
roots that go deep into Japanese history. It’s often used for simmering one-pot dishes, especially
popular in the wintertime.In recent years, Japanese people have been rediscovering the
remarkable utility of these traditional cooking vessels. As deep as donabe’s history goes, it
remains an everyday type of cookware used year-round. But donabe’s potential goes way
beyond comforting hot-pot cooking; it’s perfect for making rice and braising meat. In addition,
donabe ware brings warmth and beauty to the table. The communal nature of a donabe meal
brings people together and invites conversation and bonding.This book is all about creating
these donabe experiences to be shared among family and friends.NAOKO’S STORYI grew up in
Tokyo. I have always loved cooking and eating good food, thanks to my parents, but it was when
I moved to Los Angeles in 2001 to study at Le Cordon Bleu in Pasadena that I became
passionate about bringing Japanese food culture to America. Los Angeles is a big, multicultural
city, but real Japanese home cooking—which is, after all, the core of Japanese food culture—is
not so well known. I wanted to introduce authentic Japanese dishes and cooking styles to
Americans and share the joy of cooking them.Cooking with donabe has always been important
to me, and close to my heart, but originally I used donabe for making hot pot dishes. On one of
my trips back home many years ago, I tasted rice made in a double-lid donabe. It was one of the
most striking food discoveries I’ve ever experienced. That simple, plain rice tasted so good I
almost cried. An artisanal pottery company, Nagatani-en, based in Iga, Japan, had made that
donabe. This family-owned company has been making authentic Iga-yaki (Iga-style) pottery
since 1832—for eight generations.So I bought a donabe for cooking rice from Nagatani-en and
brought it home to L.A. I made this plain rice for my American friends, and they all loved it and
started asking me where they could buy a donabe. I wrote to Nagatani-en and asked if they
exported their donabe to the United States. They said no. So I wrote again and said I would like
to import their donabe, and they said I could do so. Some months later, I went back to Japan and
met the current generations running the Nagatani-en business. The family and I clicked
immediately over an amazing donabe meal and sake. That was the very beginning of my
relationship with the Nagatani family. Now, after countless visits back to Iga over the past seven
years, the Nagatani family is like my real family.Soon after the first visit to Nagatani-en in 2008, I
began distributing donabe in the States. Meanwhile, my love for donabe cooking kept growing. I
started collecting different, unique styles of donabe, including some made in a style similar to a
Moroccan tagine pot, as well as steamers, soup and stew pots, and smokers. I found that they
made my food taste better. I began to love cooking more and more. What I discovered was that
donabe ware has the mysterious quality of bringing out the natural flavors of ingredients, helping
them realize their higher potential.There is actually a scientific explanation of this phenomenon:
it’s because of the natural characteristics of donabe, their porous bodies that promote higher
heat retention, and a surface glaze that promotes natural far-infrared radiant heating. The effect



is just like that of cooking on a grill using glowing charcoals, a process that cooks food gradually
and traps flavors inside. Inspired, I gradually expanded the donabe lineup for my online donabe
shop, () and I also started hosting donabe cooking classes at home.Originally, I thought my
donabe shop and cooking classes would attract mainly Japanese and other Asians who were
already familiar with clay-pot cooking. But to my surprise it has been mostly non-Asian people
who have ordered donabe and come to my classes. I realized that donabe culture could be
adapted to Western cooking traditions. The great thing is that so many of my students,
regardless of cultural background, have become repeat customers of both my shop and my
classes. Sometimes they send me photos of their original donabe dishes. My shop also has
international customers—a customer in Sweden even sent me photos of his donabe reindeer
stew! It looked so tasty. At that moment, I felt as if two completely different worlds had become
connected.In 2013, UNESCO designated washoku, traditional Japanese cuisine, as an
Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity because of its respect for nature and for the proper
seasoning of home cooking, passed down over centuries of shared mealtimes. Donabe is the
perfect expression of Japanese home cooking. Now I feel even more responsible for the role I
play as a Japanese cooking teacher and “donabe ambassador” living abroad. I’m on a mission
to spread the word about the Japanese healthy lifestyle and authentic washoku home
cooking.Many typical donabe dishes require little or no fat and light seasoning, yet the results
are very satisfying. Also, many donabe dishes are typically one-pot dishes, meant to be served
at the table right out of the pot. As a result, preparation and cleanup tend to be easier compared
with using other cookware. Donabe cooking is convenient for busy people who want to eat tasty,
nourishing meals at home.This cookbook features cooking in six styles of donabe pots: classic,
rice cooker, soup and stew, steamer, tagine style, and smoker. My recipes are practical, home-
style dishes that have been particularly popular among family, friends, and students from my
donabe cooking classes. Through the recipes, I want to share omotenashi, the Japanese way of
hospitality for various occasions. Whether it’s a casual night with your family, an intimate meal
with a partner, or a special dinner party with important guests, donabe cooking has a magical
power to make everyone feel welcome. A donabe meal is meant for sharing, and sharing is at
the heart of our omotenashi culture in Japan.It also lets you create a beautiful tabletop
presentation for home entertaining. You’ll find here a variety of donabe serving ideas and
seasonal variations, including an izakaya- (Japanese pub-) style donabe dinner party, a
springtime temple-style donabe breakfast, and an outdoor donabe brunch. Through my
omotenashi in this book, I am also excited to share the beauty of Iga pottery, whose casual
beauty inspires feelings of warmth and welcome in those who are served from it. All the donabe
and ceramic tableware you’ll see on my recipe pages, including bowls, plates, and cups, is
authentic Iga-yaki pottery handcrafted by Nagatani-en. It’s made from the ancient clay around
the city of Iga, which was a lake bed about four million years ago. What makes them special is
the power of earth, fire, and history. In addition to recipes, I’ve included fundamentals about
donabe and Iga, along with practical information about cooking with each specific type of



donabe. I hope this book will be the essential guide for your happy donabe lifestyle.It’s my
pleasure to help people from different cultures discover how great donabe cooking is and adapt
it to their own cuisines. And my coauthor does just that with the California-inspired recipes he
has included in this book. There are also recipes from some of the most respected chefs from
the United States and Japan.Donabe cooking is my heart and soul. And it makes people happy. I
am extremely honored to share my passion with you through these pages, and hope this book
will open the door to the rich everyday donabe lifestyle and omotenashi culture for you. My wish
is that the recipes in this book will make you very happy.Happy donabe life!NAOKO TAKEI
MOORENaoko and her mother, Mikiko, and sister, TomokoNAOKO’S STORYI grew up in Tokyo.
I have always loved cooking and eating good food, thanks to my parents, but it was when I
moved to Los Angeles in 2001 to study at Le Cordon Bleu in Pasadena that I became
passionate about bringing Japanese food culture to America. Los Angeles is a big, multicultural
city, but real Japanese home cooking—which is, after all, the core of Japanese food culture—is
not so well known. I wanted to introduce authentic Japanese dishes and cooking styles to
Americans and share the joy of cooking them.Cooking with donabe has always been important
to me, and close to my heart, but originally I used donabe for making hot pot dishes. On one of
my trips back home many years ago, I tasted rice made in a double-lid donabe. It was one of the
most striking food discoveries I’ve ever experienced. That simple, plain rice tasted so good I
almost cried. An artisanal pottery company, Nagatani-en, based in Iga, Japan, had made that
donabe. This family-owned company has been making authentic Iga-yaki (Iga-style) pottery
since 1832—for eight generations.So I bought a donabe for cooking rice from Nagatani-en and
brought it home to L.A. I made this plain rice for my American friends, and they all loved it and
started asking me where they could buy a donabe. I wrote to Nagatani-en and asked if they
exported their donabe to the United States. They said no. So I wrote again and said I would like
to import their donabe, and they said I could do so. Some months later, I went back to Japan and
met the current generations running the Nagatani-en business. The family and I clicked
immediately over an amazing donabe meal and sake. That was the very beginning of my
relationship with the Nagatani family. Now, after countless visits back to Iga over the past seven
years, the Nagatani family is like my real family.Soon after the first visit to Nagatani-en in 2008, I
began distributing donabe in the States. Meanwhile, my love for donabe cooking kept growing. I
started collecting different, unique styles of donabe, including some made in a style similar to a
Moroccan tagine pot, as well as steamers, soup and stew pots, and smokers. I found that they
made my food taste better. I began to love cooking more and more. What I discovered was that
donabe ware has the mysterious quality of bringing out the natural flavors of ingredients, helping
them realize their higher potential.There is actually a scientific explanation of this phenomenon:
it’s because of the natural characteristics of donabe, their porous bodies that promote higher
heat retention, and a surface glaze that promotes natural far-infrared radiant heating. The effect
is just like that of cooking on a grill using glowing charcoals, a process that cooks food gradually
and traps flavors inside. Inspired, I gradually expanded the donabe lineup for my online donabe



shop, () and I also started hosting donabe cooking classes at home.Originally, I thought my
donabe shop and cooking classes would attract mainly Japanese and other Asians who were
already familiar with clay-pot cooking. But to my surprise it has been mostly non-Asian people
who have ordered donabe and come to my classes. I realized that donabe culture could be
adapted to Western cooking traditions. The great thing is that so many of my students,
regardless of cultural background, have become repeat customers of both my shop and my
classes. Sometimes they send me photos of their original donabe dishes. My shop also has
international customers—a customer in Sweden even sent me photos of his donabe reindeer
stew! It looked so tasty. At that moment, I felt as if two completely different worlds had become
connected.In 2013, UNESCO designated washoku, traditional Japanese cuisine, as an
Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity because of its respect for nature and for the proper
seasoning of home cooking, passed down over centuries of shared mealtimes. Donabe is the
perfect expression of Japanese home cooking. Now I feel even more responsible for the role I
play as a Japanese cooking teacher and “donabe ambassador” living abroad. I’m on a mission
to spread the word about the Japanese healthy lifestyle and authentic washoku home
cooking.Many typical donabe dishes require little or no fat and light seasoning, yet the results
are very satisfying. Also, many donabe dishes are typically one-pot dishes, meant to be served
at the table right out of the pot. As a result, preparation and cleanup tend to be easier compared
with using other cookware. Donabe cooking is convenient for busy people who want to eat tasty,
nourishing meals at home.This cookbook features cooking in six styles of donabe pots: classic,
rice cooker, soup and stew, steamer, tagine style, and smoker. My recipes are practical, home-
style dishes that have been particularly popular among family, friends, and students from my
donabe cooking classes. Through the recipes, I want to share omotenashi, the Japanese way of
hospitality for various occasions. Whether it’s a casual night with your family, an intimate meal
with a partner, or a special dinner party with important guests, donabe cooking has a magical
power to make everyone feel welcome. A donabe meal is meant for sharing, and sharing is at
the heart of our omotenashi culture in Japan.It also lets you create a beautiful tabletop
presentation for home entertaining. You’ll find here a variety of donabe serving ideas and
seasonal variations, including an izakaya- (Japanese pub-) style donabe dinner party, a
springtime temple-style donabe breakfast, and an outdoor donabe brunch. Through my
omotenashi in this book, I am also excited to share the beauty of Iga pottery, whose casual
beauty inspires feelings of warmth and welcome in those who are served from it. All the donabe
and ceramic tableware you’ll see on my recipe pages, including bowls, plates, and cups, is
authentic Iga-yaki pottery handcrafted by Nagatani-en. It’s made from the ancient clay around
the city of Iga, which was a lake bed about four million years ago. What makes them special is
the power of earth, fire, and history. In addition to recipes, I’ve included fundamentals about
donabe and Iga, along with practical information about cooking with each specific type of
donabe. I hope this book will be the essential guide for your happy donabe lifestyle.It’s my
pleasure to help people from different cultures discover how great donabe cooking is and adapt



it to their own cuisines. And my coauthor does just that with the California-inspired recipes he
has included in this book. There are also recipes from some of the most respected chefs from
the United States and Japan.Donabe cooking is my heart and soul. And it makes people happy. I
am extremely honored to share my passion with you through these pages, and hope this book
will open the door to the rich everyday donabe lifestyle and omotenashi culture for you. My wish
is that the recipes in this book will make you very happy.Happy donabe life!NAOKO TAKEI
MOORENaoko and her mother, Mikiko, and sister, TomokoNAOKO’S STORYI grew up in Tokyo.
I have always loved cooking and eating good food, thanks to my parents, but it was when I
moved to Los Angeles in 2001 to study at Le Cordon Bleu in Pasadena that I became
passionate about bringing Japanese food culture to America. Los Angeles is a big, multicultural
city, but real Japanese home cooking—which is, after all, the core of Japanese food culture—is
not so well known. I wanted to introduce authentic Japanese dishes and cooking styles to
Americans and share the joy of cooking them.Cooking with donabe has always been important
to me, and close to my heart, but originally I used donabe for making hot pot dishes. On one of
my trips back home many years ago, I tasted rice made in a double-lid donabe. It was one of the
most striking food discoveries I’ve ever experienced. That simple, plain rice tasted so good I
almost cried. An artisanal pottery company, Nagatani-en, based in Iga, Japan, had made that
donabe. This family-owned company has been making authentic Iga-yaki (Iga-style) pottery
since 1832—for eight generations.So I bought a donabe for cooking rice from Nagatani-en and
brought it home to L.A. I made this plain rice for my American friends, and they all loved it and
started asking me where they could buy a donabe. I wrote to Nagatani-en and asked if they
exported their donabe to the United States. They said no. So I wrote again and said I would like
to import their donabe, and they said I could do so. Some months later, I went back to Japan and
met the current generations running the Nagatani-en business. The family and I clicked
immediately over an amazing donabe meal and sake. That was the very beginning of my
relationship with the Nagatani family. Now, after countless visits back to Iga over the past seven
years, the Nagatani family is like my real family.Soon after the first visit to Nagatani-en in 2008, I
began distributing donabe in the States. Meanwhile, my love for donabe cooking kept growing. I
started collecting different, unique styles of donabe, including some made in a style similar to a
Moroccan tagine pot, as well as steamers, soup and stew pots, and smokers. I found that they
made my food taste better. I began to love cooking more and more. What I discovered was that
donabe ware has the mysterious quality of bringing out the natural flavors of ingredients, helping
them realize their higher potential.There is actually a scientific explanation of this phenomenon:
it’s because of the natural characteristics of donabe, their porous bodies that promote higher
heat retention, and a surface glaze that promotes natural far-infrared radiant heating. The effect
is just like that of cooking on a grill using glowing charcoals, a process that cooks food gradually
and traps flavors inside. Inspired, I gradually expanded the donabe lineup for my online donabe
shop, () and I also started hosting donabe cooking classes at home.Originally, I thought my
donabe shop and cooking classes would attract mainly Japanese and other Asians who were



already familiar with clay-pot cooking. But to my surprise it has been mostly non-Asian people
who have ordered donabe and come to my classes. I realized that donabe culture could be
adapted to Western cooking traditions. The great thing is that so many of my students,
regardless of cultural background, have become repeat customers of both my shop and my
classes. Sometimes they send me photos of their original donabe dishes. My shop also has
international customers—a customer in Sweden even sent me photos of his donabe reindeer
stew! It looked so tasty. At that moment, I felt as if two completely different worlds had become
connected.In 2013, UNESCO designated washoku, traditional Japanese cuisine, as an
Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity because of its respect for nature and for the proper
seasoning of home cooking, passed down over centuries of shared mealtimes. Donabe is the
perfect expression of Japanese home cooking. Now I feel even more responsible for the role I
play as a Japanese cooking teacher and “donabe ambassador” living abroad. I’m on a mission
to spread the word about the Japanese healthy lifestyle and authentic washoku home
cooking.Many typical donabe dishes require little or no fat and light seasoning, yet the results
are very satisfying. Also, many donabe dishes are typically one-pot dishes, meant to be served
at the table right out of the pot. As a result, preparation and cleanup tend to be easier compared
with using other cookware. Donabe cooking is convenient for busy people who want to eat tasty,
nourishing meals at home.This cookbook features cooking in six styles of donabe pots: classic,
rice cooker, soup and stew, steamer, tagine style, and smoker. My recipes are practical, home-
style dishes that have been particularly popular among family, friends, and students from my
donabe cooking classes. Through the recipes, I want to share omotenashi, the Japanese way of
hospitality for various occasions. Whether it’s a casual night with your family, an intimate meal
with a partner, or a special dinner party with important guests, donabe cooking has a magical
power to make everyone feel welcome. A donabe meal is meant for sharing, and sharing is at
the heart of our omotenashi culture in Japan.It also lets you create a beautiful tabletop
presentation for home entertaining. You’ll find here a variety of donabe serving ideas and
seasonal variations, including an izakaya- (Japanese pub-) style donabe dinner party, a
springtime temple-style donabe breakfast, and an outdoor donabe brunch. Through my
omotenashi in this book, I am also excited to share the beauty of Iga pottery, whose casual
beauty inspires feelings of warmth and welcome in those who are served from it. All the donabe
and ceramic tableware you’ll see on my recipe pages, including bowls, plates, and cups, is
authentic Iga-yaki pottery handcrafted by Nagatani-en. It’s made from the ancient clay around
the city of Iga, which was a lake bed about four million years ago. What makes them special is
the power of earth, fire, and history. In addition to recipes, I’ve included fundamentals about
donabe and Iga, along with practical information about cooking with each specific type of
donabe. I hope this book will be the essential guide for your happy donabe lifestyle.It’s my
pleasure to help people from different cultures discover how great donabe cooking is and adapt
it to their own cuisines. And my coauthor does just that with the California-inspired recipes he
has included in this book. There are also recipes from some of the most respected chefs from



the United States and Japan.Donabe cooking is my heart and soul. And it makes people happy. I
am extremely honored to share my passion with you through these pages, and hope this book
will open the door to the rich everyday donabe lifestyle and omotenashi culture for you. My wish
is that the recipes in this book will make you very happy.Happy donabe life!NAOKO TAKEI
MOORENaoko and her mother, Mikiko, and sister, TomokoNAOKO’S STORYI grew up in Tokyo.
I have always loved cooking and eating good food, thanks to my parents, but it was when I
moved to Los Angeles in 2001 to study at Le Cordon Bleu in Pasadena that I became
passionate about bringing Japanese food culture to America. Los Angeles is a big, multicultural
city, but real Japanese home cooking—which is, after all, the core of Japanese food culture—is
not so well known. I wanted to introduce authentic Japanese dishes and cooking styles to
Americans and share the joy of cooking them.Cooking with donabe has always been important
to me, and close to my heart, but originally I used donabe for making hot pot dishes. On one of
my trips back home many years ago, I tasted rice made in a double-lid donabe. It was one of the
most striking food discoveries I’ve ever experienced. That simple, plain rice tasted so good I
almost cried. An artisanal pottery company, Nagatani-en, based in Iga, Japan, had made that
donabe. This family-owned company has been making authentic Iga-yaki (Iga-style) pottery
since 1832—for eight generations.So I bought a donabe for cooking rice from Nagatani-en and
brought it home to L.A. I made this plain rice for my American friends, and they all loved it and
started asking me where they could buy a donabe. I wrote to Nagatani-en and asked if they
exported their donabe to the United States. They said no. So I wrote again and said I would like
to import their donabe, and they said I could do so. Some months later, I went back to Japan and
met the current generations running the Nagatani-en business. The family and I clicked
immediately over an amazing donabe meal and sake. That was the very beginning of my
relationship with the Nagatani family. Now, after countless visits back to Iga over the past seven
years, the Nagatani family is like my real family.Soon after the first visit to Nagatani-en in 2008, I
began distributing donabe in the States. Meanwhile, my love for donabe cooking kept growing. I
started collecting different, unique styles of donabe, including some made in a style similar to a
Moroccan tagine pot, as well as steamers, soup and stew pots, and smokers. I found that they
made my food taste better. I began to love cooking more and more. What I discovered was that
donabe ware has the mysterious quality of bringing out the natural flavors of ingredients, helping
them realize their higher potential.There is actually a scientific explanation of this phenomenon:
it’s because of the natural characteristics of donabe, their porous bodies that promote higher
heat retention, and a surface glaze that promotes natural far-infrared radiant heating. The effect
is just like that of cooking on a grill using glowing charcoals, a process that cooks food gradually
and traps flavors inside. Inspired, I gradually expanded the donabe lineup for my online donabe
shop, () and I also started hosting donabe cooking classes at home.Originally, I thought my
donabe shop and cooking classes would attract mainly Japanese and other Asians who were
already familiar with clay-pot cooking. But to my surprise it has been mostly non-Asian people
who have ordered donabe and come to my classes. I realized that donabe culture could be



adapted to Western cooking traditions. The great thing is that so many of my students,
regardless of cultural background, have become repeat customers of both my shop and my
classes. Sometimes they send me photos of their original donabe dishes. My shop also has
international customers—a customer in Sweden even sent me photos of his donabe reindeer
stew! It looked so tasty. At that moment, I felt as if two completely different worlds had become
connected.In 2013, UNESCO designated washoku, traditional Japanese cuisine, as an
Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity because of its respect for nature and for the proper
seasoning of home cooking, passed down over centuries of shared mealtimes. Donabe is the
perfect expression of Japanese home cooking. Now I feel even more responsible for the role I
play as a Japanese cooking teacher and “donabe ambassador” living abroad. I’m on a mission
to spread the word about the Japanese healthy lifestyle and authentic washoku home
cooking.Many typical donabe dishes require little or no fat and light seasoning, yet the results
are very satisfying. Also, many donabe dishes are typically one-pot dishes, meant to be served
at the table right out of the pot. As a result, preparation and cleanup tend to be easier compared
with using other cookware. Donabe cooking is convenient for busy people who want to eat tasty,
nourishing meals at home.This cookbook features cooking in six styles of donabe pots: classic,
rice cooker, soup and stew, steamer, tagine style, and smoker. My recipes are practical, home-
style dishes that have been particularly popular among family, friends, and students from my
donabe cooking classes. Through the recipes, I want to share omotenashi, the Japanese way of
hospitality for various occasions. Whether it’s a casual night with your family, an intimate meal
with a partner, or a special dinner party with important guests, donabe cooking has a magical
power to make everyone feel welcome. A donabe meal is meant for sharing, and sharing is at
the heart of our omotenashi culture in Japan.It also lets you create a beautiful tabletop
presentation for home entertaining. You’ll find here a variety of donabe serving ideas and
seasonal variations, including an izakaya- (Japanese pub-) style donabe dinner party, a
springtime temple-style donabe breakfast, and an outdoor donabe brunch. Through my
omotenashi in this book, I am also excited to share the beauty of Iga pottery, whose casual
beauty inspires feelings of warmth and welcome in those who are served from it. All the donabe
and ceramic tableware you’ll see on my recipe pages, including bowls, plates, and cups, is
authentic Iga-yaki pottery handcrafted by Nagatani-en. It’s made from the ancient clay around
the city of Iga, which was a lake bed about four million years ago. What makes them special is
the power of earth, fire, and history. In addition to recipes, I’ve included fundamentals about
donabe and Iga, along with practical information about cooking with each specific type of
donabe. I hope this book will be the essential guide for your happy donabe lifestyle.It’s my
pleasure to help people from different cultures discover how great donabe cooking is and adapt
it to their own cuisines. And my coauthor does just that with the California-inspired recipes he
has included in this book. There are also recipes from some of the most respected chefs from
the United States and Japan.Donabe cooking is my heart and soul. And it makes people happy. I
am extremely honored to share my passion with you through these pages, and hope this book



will open the door to the rich everyday donabe lifestyle and omotenashi culture for you. My wish
is that the recipes in this book will make you very happy.Happy donabe life!NAOKO TAKEI
MOORENaoko and her mother, Mikiko, and sister, TomokoNaoko and her mother, Mikiko, and
sister, TomokoKYLE’S STORYI’ve been fortunate to cook all over the world with chefs I respect
and with other professionals who care deeply about food and hospitality. Having a passion for
food is easy, but having a passion for hospitality and making people happy is something that
can’t be taught—it has to come from within. I discovered early on, well before I began my career
as a chef, that great Japanese restaurants provided both in a way that spoke to me very deeply.
My career has been built in a combination of Japanese, European, and California kitchens. I’ve
been fortunate in my time to cook everything from rustic, seasonally focused cuisine with Los
Angeles chef and restaurateur Suzanne Goin to very precise, science-oriented cuisine with
British chef and restaurateur Heston Blumenthal. Through these varied experiences around the
world, a few things have stayed constant: my love for Japanese cuisine and my passion for
hospitality.A dinner I had one night at a sushi bar in the mid-1980s, before sushi really took off in
the United States, sparked a lifelong obsession with Japanese cuisine. I was nine years old. My
dad took me to my first Japanese restaurant after coming back from Tokyo on business. I was
fascinated by the postcards he’d sent and the stories he’d brought back. My parents supported
my fixation by hosting Japanese foreign exchange students, traveling to Japan, and eating as
much Japanese food as possible. Later, my wife and I—young, broke parents in our twenties—
saved every penny we could to take trips to Japan to eat. I began going to language tutors and
worked in Japanese kitchens in L.A., attending the California Sushi Academy and the Sushi
Chef Institute with the great master sushi chef Andy Matsuda. Matsuda-sensei took me on a trip
to Japan with him and dropped me off at his brother’s sushi restaurant for an eye-opening
apprenticeship.These experiences only made me crave working in Japan more. While I cooked
at my favorite restaurants in L.A. at night, my wife, young daughters, and I studied Japanese
during the day. Finally, I landed a job working for Michel Bras at his new restaurant in Hokkaido.
We moved our two young daughters to the rural, snowy northern island. There I spent a few
years cooking in the Bras kitchen, as well as at some of the great restaurants of Japan that
served classic and modern Japanese cuisine. The arctic weather of Hokkaido and our limited
budget for heating fuel meant that most nights at home were spent huddled around a tabletop
burner and a donabe. On my evenings off, the family came together for a hot pot of local seafood
with miso or braised pork from the farmer families at our daughters’ school. These are the
experiences that stand out most in my mind when I think of our beautiful adopted home.Later we
moved to England for four years, where I was the research and development chef for Heston
Blumenthal at The Fat Duck restaurant. That kitchen and our work there were centered on
leveraging science in the kitchen and using technology to achieve precision and accuracy. That
sounds very cutting-edge, but no chef I’ve ever met is as passionate about ancient cooking
techniques as Heston. I started to piece together how both old and new technologies can be
used together, all based on their merits and what’s best for the job at hand. Heston used to say,



“At one point, any cooking tool was considered new technology,” and he is right. Donabe is an
amazing and beautiful technology that has stood the test of time because of its unique functional
properties.When I returned to California after years abroad, I was so happy to reconnect with
Naoko-san, whom I’d met while she was a culinary school student in Southern California. I saw
her hard work and dedication to sharing donabe cooking with Western cooks and chefs. She
began taking me with her on trips to Iga, where I joined her adopted Nagatani family. She has
been my teacher and guide into the greater world of donabe, and we decided as a team to share
this amazing world with you.In this book, we share not only donabe recipes but also the
functional properties of these beautiful vessels and ways you can incorporate them into your
own cooking, whether at home or in a professional kitchen. Donabe can be used in all types of
cuisines, as our guest chefs and I will show through our recipes. At home and in my professional
kitchen, I use donabe for soups and braises to simmer vegetables, and to smoke meats. I hope
that you, too, will bring donabe into your life and your kitchen, and share its communal hospitality
with your family and friends.KYLE CONNAUGHTONKYLE’S STORYI’ve been fortunate to cook
all over the world with chefs I respect and with other professionals who care deeply about food
and hospitality. Having a passion for food is easy, but having a passion for hospitality and making
people happy is something that can’t be taught—it has to come from within. I discovered early
on, well before I began my career as a chef, that great Japanese restaurants provided both in a
way that spoke to me very deeply. My career has been built in a combination of Japanese,
European, and California kitchens. I’ve been fortunate in my time to cook everything from rustic,
seasonally focused cuisine with Los Angeles chef and restaurateur Suzanne Goin to very
precise, science-oriented cuisine with British chef and restaurateur Heston Blumenthal. Through
these varied experiences around the world, a few things have stayed constant: my love for
Japanese cuisine and my passion for hospitality.A dinner I had one night at a sushi bar in the
mid-1980s, before sushi really took off in the United States, sparked a lifelong obsession with
Japanese cuisine. I was nine years old. My dad took me to my first Japanese restaurant after
coming back from Tokyo on business. I was fascinated by the postcards he’d sent and the
stories he’d brought back. My parents supported my fixation by hosting Japanese foreign
exchange students, traveling to Japan, and eating as much Japanese food as possible. Later,
my wife and I—young, broke parents in our twenties—saved every penny we could to take trips
to Japan to eat. I began going to language tutors and worked in Japanese kitchens in L.A.,
attending the California Sushi Academy and the Sushi Chef Institute with the great master sushi
chef Andy Matsuda. Matsuda-sensei took me on a trip to Japan with him and dropped me off at
his brother’s sushi restaurant for an eye-opening apprenticeship.These experiences only made
me crave working in Japan more. While I cooked at my favorite restaurants in L.A. at night, my
wife, young daughters, and I studied Japanese during the day. Finally, I landed a job working for
Michel Bras at his new restaurant in Hokkaido. We moved our two young daughters to the rural,
snowy northern island. There I spent a few years cooking in the Bras kitchen, as well as at some
of the great restaurants of Japan that served classic and modern Japanese cuisine. The arctic



weather of Hokkaido and our limited budget for heating fuel meant that most nights at home
were spent huddled around a tabletop burner and a donabe. On my evenings off, the family
came together for a hot pot of local seafood with miso or braised pork from the farmer families at
our daughters’ school. These are the experiences that stand out most in my mind when I think of
our beautiful adopted home.Later we moved to England for four years, where I was the research
and development chef for Heston Blumenthal at The Fat Duck restaurant. That kitchen and our
work there were centered on leveraging science in the kitchen and using technology to achieve
precision and accuracy. That sounds very cutting-edge, but no chef I’ve ever met is as
passionate about ancient cooking techniques as Heston. I started to piece together how both
old and new technologies can be used together, all based on their merits and what’s best for the
job at hand. Heston used to say, “At one point, any cooking tool was considered new
technology,” and he is right. Donabe is an amazing and beautiful technology that has stood the
test of time because of its unique functional properties.When I returned to California after years
abroad, I was so happy to reconnect with Naoko-san, whom I’d met while she was a culinary
school student in Southern California. I saw her hard work and dedication to sharing donabe
cooking with Western cooks and chefs. She began taking me with her on trips to Iga, where I
joined her adopted Nagatani family. She has been my teacher and guide into the greater world of
donabe, and we decided as a team to share this amazing world with you.In this book, we share
not only donabe recipes but also the functional properties of these beautiful vessels and ways
you can incorporate them into your own cooking, whether at home or in a professional kitchen.
Donabe can be used in all types of cuisines, as our guest chefs and I will show through our
recipes. At home and in my professional kitchen, I use donabe for soups and braises to simmer
vegetables, and to smoke meats. I hope that you, too, will bring donabe into your life and your
kitchen, and share its communal hospitality with your family and friends.KYLE
CONNAUGHTONKYLE’S STORYI’ve been fortunate to cook all over the world with chefs I
respect and with other professionals who care deeply about food and hospitality. Having a
passion for food is easy, but having a passion for hospitality and making people happy is
something that can’t be taught—it has to come from within. I discovered early on, well before I
began my career as a chef, that great Japanese restaurants provided both in a way that spoke to
me very deeply. My career has been built in a combination of Japanese, European, and
California kitchens. I’ve been fortunate in my time to cook everything from rustic, seasonally
focused cuisine with Los Angeles chef and restaurateur Suzanne Goin to very precise, science-
oriented cuisine with British chef and restaurateur Heston Blumenthal. Through these varied
experiences around the world, a few things have stayed constant: my love for Japanese cuisine
and my passion for hospitality.A dinner I had one night at a sushi bar in the mid-1980s, before
sushi really took off in the United States, sparked a lifelong obsession with Japanese cuisine. I
was nine years old. My dad took me to my first Japanese restaurant after coming back from
Tokyo on business. I was fascinated by the postcards he’d sent and the stories he’d brought
back. My parents supported my fixation by hosting Japanese foreign exchange students,



traveling to Japan, and eating as much Japanese food as possible. Later, my wife and I—young,
broke parents in our twenties—saved every penny we could to take trips to Japan to eat. I began
going to language tutors and worked in Japanese kitchens in L.A., attending the California Sushi
Academy and the Sushi Chef Institute with the great master sushi chef Andy Matsuda. Matsuda-
sensei took me on a trip to Japan with him and dropped me off at his brother’s sushi restaurant
for an eye-opening apprenticeship.These experiences only made me crave working in Japan
more. While I cooked at my favorite restaurants in L.A. at night, my wife, young daughters, and I
studied Japanese during the day. Finally, I landed a job working for Michel Bras at his new
restaurant in Hokkaido. We moved our two young daughters to the rural, snowy northern island.
There I spent a few years cooking in the Bras kitchen, as well as at some of the great restaurants
of Japan that served classic and modern Japanese cuisine. The arctic weather of Hokkaido and
our limited budget for heating fuel meant that most nights at home were spent huddled around a
tabletop burner and a donabe. On my evenings off, the family came together for a hot pot of local
seafood with miso or braised pork from the farmer families at our daughters’ school. These are
the experiences that stand out most in my mind when I think of our beautiful adopted home.Later
we moved to England for four years, where I was the research and development chef for Heston
Blumenthal at The Fat Duck restaurant. That kitchen and our work there were centered on
leveraging science in the kitchen and using technology to achieve precision and accuracy. That
sounds very cutting-edge, but no chef I’ve ever met is as passionate about ancient cooking
techniques as Heston. I started to piece together how both old and new technologies can be
used together, all based on their merits and what’s best for the job at hand. Heston used to say,
“At one point, any cooking tool was considered new technology,” and he is right. Donabe is an
amazing and beautiful technology that has stood the test of time because of its unique functional
properties.When I returned to California after years abroad, I was so happy to reconnect with
Naoko-san, whom I’d met while she was a culinary school student in Southern California. I saw
her hard work and dedication to sharing donabe cooking with Western cooks and chefs. She
began taking me with her on trips to Iga, where I joined her adopted Nagatani family. She has
been my teacher and guide into the greater world of donabe, and we decided as a team to share
this amazing world with you.In this book, we share not only donabe recipes but also the
functional properties of these beautiful vessels and ways you can incorporate them into your
own cooking, whether at home or in a professional kitchen. Donabe can be used in all types of
cuisines, as our guest chefs and I will show through our recipes. At home and in my professional
kitchen, I use donabe for soups and braises to simmer vegetables, and to smoke meats. I hope
that you, too, will bring donabe into your life and your kitchen, and share its communal hospitality
with your family and friends.KYLE CONNAUGHTONKYLE’S STORYI’ve been fortunate to cook
all over the world with chefs I respect and with other professionals who care deeply about food
and hospitality. Having a passion for food is easy, but having a passion for hospitality and making
people happy is something that can’t be taught—it has to come from within. I discovered early
on, well before I began my career as a chef, that great Japanese restaurants provided both in a



way that spoke to me very deeply. My career has been built in a combination of Japanese,
European, and California kitchens. I’ve been fortunate in my time to cook everything from rustic,
seasonally focused cuisine with Los Angeles chef and restaurateur Suzanne Goin to very
precise, science-oriented cuisine with British chef and restaurateur Heston Blumenthal. Through
these varied experiences around the world, a few things have stayed constant: my love for
Japanese cuisine and my passion for hospitality.A dinner I had one night at a sushi bar in the
mid-1980s, before sushi really took off in the United States, sparked a lifelong obsession with
Japanese cuisine. I was nine years old. My dad took me to my first Japanese restaurant after
coming back from Tokyo on business. I was fascinated by the postcards he’d sent and the
stories he’d brought back. My parents supported my fixation by hosting Japanese foreign
exchange students, traveling to Japan, and eating as much Japanese food as possible. Later,
my wife and I—young, broke parents in our twenties—saved every penny we could to take trips
to Japan to eat. I began going to language tutors and worked in Japanese kitchens in L.A.,
attending the California Sushi Academy and the Sushi Chef Institute with the great master sushi
chef Andy Matsuda. Matsuda-sensei took me on a trip to Japan with him and dropped me off at
his brother’s sushi restaurant for an eye-opening apprenticeship.These experiences only made
me crave working in Japan more. While I cooked at my favorite restaurants in L.A. at night, my
wife, young daughters, and I studied Japanese during the day. Finally, I landed a job working for
Michel Bras at his new restaurant in Hokkaido. We moved our two young daughters to the rural,
snowy northern island. There I spent a few years cooking in the Bras kitchen, as well as at some
of the great restaurants of Japan that served classic and modern Japanese cuisine. The arctic
weather of Hokkaido and our limited budget for heating fuel meant that most nights at home
were spent huddled around a tabletop burner and a donabe. On my evenings off, the family
came together for a hot pot of local seafood with miso or braised pork from the farmer families at
our daughters’ school. These are the experiences that stand out most in my mind when I think of
our beautiful adopted home.Later we moved to England for four years, where I was the research
and development chef for Heston Blumenthal at The Fat Duck restaurant. That kitchen and our
work there were centered on leveraging science in the kitchen and using technology to achieve
precision and accuracy. That sounds very cutting-edge, but no chef I’ve ever met is as
passionate about ancient cooking techniques as Heston. I started to piece together how both
old and new technologies can be used together, all based on their merits and what’s best for the
job at hand. Heston used to say, “At one point, any cooking tool was considered new
technology,” and he is right. Donabe is an amazing and beautiful technology that has stood the
test of time because of its unique functional properties.When I returned to California after years
abroad, I was so happy to reconnect with Naoko-san, whom I’d met while she was a culinary
school student in Southern California. I saw her hard work and dedication to sharing donabe
cooking with Western cooks and chefs. She began taking me with her on trips to Iga, where I
joined her adopted Nagatani family. She has been my teacher and guide into the greater world of
donabe, and we decided as a team to share this amazing world with you.In this book, we share



not only donabe recipes but also the functional properties of these beautiful vessels and ways
you can incorporate them into your own cooking, whether at home or in a professional kitchen.
Donabe can be used in all types of cuisines, as our guest chefs and I will show through our
recipes. At home and in my professional kitchen, I use donabe for soups and braises to simmer
vegetables, and to smoke meats. I hope that you, too, will bring donabe into your life and your
kitchen, and share its communal hospitality with your family and friends.KYLE
CONNAUGHTONIntroductionIntroductionIntroductionTHE WORLD OF DONABEWhat Is
Donabe?Donabe (doh-NAH-bay) is Japanese traditional earthen cookware. The Kanji
characters that make up the word mean, literally, “clay pot”: do ( ) is “clay” or “earth,” and nabe
( ) is “pot.” Donabe ware is versatile, and you can use it for a hot pot, soup, or stew; for steaming,
making rice, or various other styles of cooking. It is designed to be used over a gas or open
flame.Over its long history, donabe has become an important part of Japanese cuisine and its
food culture. You can almost call donabe the national cookware of Japan, and almost every
household owns at least one of these vessels. In Japan, donabe is used both at home and in
restaurants, whether for casual dishes or for special meals to entertain guests. The food can be
served right out of the donabe at the table as a communal dish. The excitement of seeing and
smelling the steaming-hot food when the donabe’s lid is lifted never gets old and brings together
everyone at the table.A Brief HistoryOne of the oldest extant documents in which clay pots are
mentioned is from the eighth century. At the time, clay pots were referred to simply as nabe
(pots), but as metal, iron, stone, and bronze pots were introduced to Japan over the next few
centuries, it became necessary to distinguish clay pots from metal ones. Clay pots came to be
known as donabe.Later, in the eighteenth century (the middle Edo Period), serving a hot pot
over a portable charcoal grill set on tatami floor mats or directly at a dining table became popular
among residents in Edo, or what is now Tokyo. This style of serving is considered to be the origin
of the hot-pot dishes we associate with donabe today, in which ingredients such as tofu, fish,
meat, and vegetables are placed in the pot and cooked in a simmering broth at the table. At that
time, however, a hot-pot dish was mostly served in small individual-serving-size pots. These
dishes were mainly for adults to enjoy, rather than the whole family, and mostly iron pots were
used for the convenience of fast heating.It wasn’t until much later, during the twentieth century,
after the family dining style shifted from serving individual trays to family members and started
dining by surrounding a table, that the Japanese people rediscovered donabe as the perfect
cooking vessel for a communal hot-pot meal. When the strict patriarchal system in Japanese
families—where fathers were normally served the best, or sometimes their own extra, portions—
faded in the twentieth century, it became common for a family to share a meal communally. As a
result, hot pot became a popular dish to share at home.Donabe continues to evolve in quality
and design. More specialized and improved functions of donabe, including tagine-style,
steamer, and smoker donabe, serve different cooking purposes as people’s lifestyles have
become more modernized and food culture has been exposed to international influences.
Donabe has evolved into a timeless cooking tool and continues to be loved by Japanese people



for its utility and feel of earth and fire.*Reference sources: Bimi-Serai Magazine (December 2011
issue), Kibun Academy (), .Donabe Culture in JapanToday, donabe cooking brings family and
friends closer together. In Japan, there is a common expression: nabe o kakomu (“surrounding a
pot”). This expression evokes how sharing a hot-pot meal at the same table creates an intimate
communal experience. The expression is used in ways like, “Let’s go out and chat by
surrounding a pot” or “I had a good time by surrounding a pot with” so-and-so. Also, when we say
nabe, it not only refers to the cooking vessel itself, but also means “hot-pot dish.” So you can just
say, “Let’s eat nabe.” Such communal dining encourages participation and interaction at the
table, so it’s also often used to help people bond faster when they start a new relationship,
whether business or personal.At home, people make a simple one-pot meal by simmering meat
or fish with vegetables on a regular day, or a more elaborate donabe dinner to entertain guests.
Besides nabe (hot-pot dishes), donabe is also used for cooking other types of dishes, including
rice or stews.At restaurants, donabe dishes can be served in a variety of settings, from a humble
izakaya (Japanese pub) to very elegant ryotei (luxurious Japanese restaurant). These
restaurants can feature regional and seasonal dishes, or traditional or original cuisine, with
diners gathered around a communal pot. For a special occasion, they might enjoy a fugu-chiri
(blowfish hot pot) or a kani suki (crab hot pot) dinner course. For a simple treat, some
restaurants (many in Kyoto) serve traditional yu-dofu (simmered tofu) in donabe. Even rice
snobs who frequent posh izakayas can choose from a long list of artisanal rice varieties and
receive an individual-size donabe to order.THE WORLD OF DONABEWhat Is Donabe?Donabe
(doh-NAH-bay) is Japanese traditional earthen cookware. The Kanji characters that make up the
word mean, literally, “clay pot”: do ( ) is “clay” or “earth,” and nabe ( ) is “pot.” Donabe ware is
versatile, and you can use it for a hot pot, soup, or stew; for steaming, making rice, or various
other styles of cooking. It is designed to be used over a gas or open flame.Over its long history,
donabe has become an important part of Japanese cuisine and its food culture. You can almost
call donabe the national cookware of Japan, and almost every household owns at least one of
these vessels. In Japan, donabe is used both at home and in restaurants, whether for casual
dishes or for special meals to entertain guests. The food can be served right out of the donabe
at the table as a communal dish. The excitement of seeing and smelling the steaming-hot food
when the donabe’s lid is lifted never gets old and brings together everyone at the table.A Brief
HistoryOne of the oldest extant documents in which clay pots are mentioned is from the eighth
century. At the time, clay pots were referred to simply as nabe (pots), but as metal, iron, stone,
and bronze pots were introduced to Japan over the next few centuries, it became necessary to
distinguish clay pots from metal ones. Clay pots came to be known as donabe.Later, in the
eighteenth century (the middle Edo Period), serving a hot pot over a portable charcoal grill set
on tatami floor mats or directly at a dining table became popular among residents in Edo, or
what is now Tokyo. This style of serving is considered to be the origin of the hot-pot dishes we
associate with donabe today, in which ingredients such as tofu, fish, meat, and vegetables are
placed in the pot and cooked in a simmering broth at the table. At that time, however, a hot-pot



dish was mostly served in small individual-serving-size pots. These dishes were mainly for
adults to enjoy, rather than the whole family, and mostly iron pots were used for the convenience
of fast heating.It wasn’t until much later, during the twentieth century, after the family dining style
shifted from serving individual trays to family members and started dining by surrounding a
table, that the Japanese people rediscovered donabe as the perfect cooking vessel for a
communal hot-pot meal. When the strict patriarchal system in Japanese families—where fathers
were normally served the best, or sometimes their own extra, portions—faded in the twentieth
century, it became common for a family to share a meal communally. As a result, hot pot became
a popular dish to share at home.Donabe continues to evolve in quality and design. More
specialized and improved functions of donabe, including tagine-style, steamer, and smoker
donabe, serve different cooking purposes as people’s lifestyles have become more modernized
and food culture has been exposed to international influences. Donabe has evolved into a
timeless cooking tool and continues to be loved by Japanese people for its utility and feel of
earth and fire.*Reference sources: Bimi-Serai Magazine (December 2011 issue), Kibun
Academy (), .Donabe Culture in JapanToday, donabe cooking brings family and friends closer
together. In Japan, there is a common expression: nabe o kakomu (“surrounding a pot”). This
expression evokes how sharing a hot-pot meal at the same table creates an intimate communal
experience. The expression is used in ways like, “Let’s go out and chat by surrounding a pot” or “I
had a good time by surrounding a pot with” so-and-so. Also, when we say nabe, it not only refers
to the cooking vessel itself, but also means “hot-pot dish.” So you can just say, “Let’s eat nabe.”
Such communal dining encourages participation and interaction at the table, so it’s also often
used to help people bond faster when they start a new relationship, whether business or
personal.At home, people make a simple one-pot meal by simmering meat or fish with
vegetables on a regular day, or a more elaborate donabe dinner to entertain guests. Besides
nabe (hot-pot dishes), donabe is also used for cooking other types of dishes, including rice or
stews.At restaurants, donabe dishes can be served in a variety of settings, from a humble
izakaya (Japanese pub) to very elegant ryotei (luxurious Japanese restaurant). These
restaurants can feature regional and seasonal dishes, or traditional or original cuisine, with
diners gathered around a communal pot. For a special occasion, they might enjoy a fugu-chiri
(blowfish hot pot) or a kani suki (crab hot pot) dinner course. For a simple treat, some
restaurants (many in Kyoto) serve traditional yu-dofu (simmered tofu) in donabe. Even rice
snobs who frequent posh izakayas can choose from a long list of artisanal rice varieties and
receive an individual-size donabe to order.THE WORLD OF DONABEWhat Is Donabe?Donabe
(doh-NAH-bay) is Japanese traditional earthen cookware. The Kanji characters that make up the
word mean, literally, “clay pot”: do ( ) is “clay” or “earth,” and nabe ( ) is “pot.” Donabe ware is
versatile, and you can use it for a hot pot, soup, or stew; for steaming, making rice, or various
other styles of cooking. It is designed to be used over a gas or open flame.Over its long history,
donabe has become an important part of Japanese cuisine and its food culture. You can almost
call donabe the national cookware of Japan, and almost every household owns at least one of



these vessels. In Japan, donabe is used both at home and in restaurants, whether for casual
dishes or for special meals to entertain guests. The food can be served right out of the donabe
at the table as a communal dish. The excitement of seeing and smelling the steaming-hot food
when the donabe’s lid is lifted never gets old and brings together everyone at the table.A Brief
HistoryOne of the oldest extant documents in which clay pots are mentioned is from the eighth
century. At the time, clay pots were referred to simply as nabe (pots), but as metal, iron, stone,
and bronze pots were introduced to Japan over the next few centuries, it became necessary to
distinguish clay pots from metal ones. Clay pots came to be known as donabe.Later, in the
eighteenth century (the middle Edo Period), serving a hot pot over a portable charcoal grill set
on tatami floor mats or directly at a dining table became popular among residents in Edo, or
what is now Tokyo. This style of serving is considered to be the origin of the hot-pot dishes we
associate with donabe today, in which ingredients such as tofu, fish, meat, and vegetables are
placed in the pot and cooked in a simmering broth at the table. At that time, however, a hot-pot
dish was mostly served in small individual-serving-size pots. These dishes were mainly for
adults to enjoy, rather than the whole family, and mostly iron pots were used for the convenience
of fast heating.It wasn’t until much later, during the twentieth century, after the family dining style
shifted from serving individual trays to family members and started dining by surrounding a
table, that the Japanese people rediscovered donabe as the perfect cooking vessel for a
communal hot-pot meal. When the strict patriarchal system in Japanese families—where fathers
were normally served the best, or sometimes their own extra, portions—faded in the twentieth
century, it became common for a family to share a meal communally. As a result, hot pot became
a popular dish to share at home.Donabe continues to evolve in quality and design. More
specialized and improved functions of donabe, including tagine-style, steamer, and smoker
donabe, serve different cooking purposes as people’s lifestyles have become more modernized
and food culture has been exposed to international influences. Donabe has evolved into a
timeless cooking tool and continues to be loved by Japanese people for its utility and feel of
earth and fire.*Reference sources: Bimi-Serai Magazine (December 2011 issue), Kibun
Academy (), .Donabe Culture in JapanToday, donabe cooking brings family and friends closer
together. In Japan, there is a common expression: nabe o kakomu (“surrounding a pot”). This
expression evokes how sharing a hot-pot meal at the same table creates an intimate communal
experience. The expression is used in ways like, “Let’s go out and chat by surrounding a pot” or “I
had a good time by surrounding a pot with” so-and-so. Also, when we say nabe, it not only refers
to the cooking vessel itself, but also means “hot-pot dish.” So you can just say, “Let’s eat nabe.”
Such communal dining encourages participation and interaction at the table, so it’s also often
used to help people bond faster when they start a new relationship, whether business or
personal.At home, people make a simple one-pot meal by simmering meat or fish with
vegetables on a regular day, or a more elaborate donabe dinner to entertain guests. Besides
nabe (hot-pot dishes), donabe is also used for cooking other types of dishes, including rice or
stews.At restaurants, donabe dishes can be served in a variety of settings, from a humble



izakaya (Japanese pub) to very elegant ryotei (luxurious Japanese restaurant). These
restaurants can feature regional and seasonal dishes, or traditional or original cuisine, with
diners gathered around a communal pot. For a special occasion, they might enjoy a fugu-chiri
(blowfish hot pot) or a kani suki (crab hot pot) dinner course. For a simple treat, some
restaurants (many in Kyoto) serve traditional yu-dofu (simmered tofu) in donabe. Even rice
snobs who frequent posh izakayas can choose from a long list of artisanal rice varieties and
receive an individual-size donabe to order.In the food culture of Japan, donabe cooking is
constantly featured on television shows, in magazines, and on websites, as people crave new
recipes and techniques. There are growing numbers of donabe cookbooks, too. As the donabe
culture continues to evolve, donabe’s possibilities are expanding into different methods of
cooking in different cuisines—even beyond Asia. It’s no longer surprising to see donabe used for
making international dishes such as bouillabaisse, risotto, or pot roast.Over thousands of years
of donabe history, so many other kinds of cookware have become popular, and new kinds of
high-tech cookware keep popping up in the market. But donabe still continues to have a strong
presence in Japanese food culture. This longevity is due to the functionality and organic feeling
of this earthenware, along with its ancient origin.Advantages of Donabe CookingMany people
who use donabe say it makes food taste better. The secret is the material: clay. Donabe takes a
much longer time to build heat and cool down than other cookware, such as stainless steel. This
characteristic is the key to all the natural flavor donabe can draw out of straightforward
ingredients.Because donabe builds heat slowly, it allows the flavors of a dish to build gradually.
Donabe can help make your mushroom soup taste more savory and your rice taste sweeter.
When a dish is higher in natural umami flavor, less seasoning and less fat are needed to
complete the flavors. We like to say that donabe is a friendly cookware for health-conscious
people.Once the heat has built within the donabe, you can lower the flame and it will maintain a
steady and gentle heat distribution. The donabe also works like a cushion for that heat, taking
the direct flame from the stove and evenly distributing it across the surface and to the food.
During cooking, donabe’s glaze promotes natural far-infrared radiation, which is the same effect
that glowing charcoal gives to food.Donabe ware is known for its remarkable heat retention. It
cools down slowly, so it stays warm on the table for a long time. This trait also makes it perfect
for cooking with carryover heat. That’s why donabe is ideal for slow-cooking. Donabe is an
energy-efficient and eco-friendly cooking vessel because, once heated, it requires little energy
to function.What is umami?The Japanese term umami (literally, “pleasant savory taste”) has
entered the English lexicon in recent years because there is no real Western equivalent that
encompasses it. Like sweetness and saltiness, it is a basic flavor category recognized by the
human taste buds, occurring naturally in foods ranging from dairy products to fish, meat, and
vegetables. Umami doesn’t usually stand alone but is experienced through the way it combines
with other flavors to enhance them. In scientific terms, umami is the taste produced by various
amino acids and nucleotides, including glutamate, guanylate, and inosinate. For the rest of us,
it’s enough to know that it makes food delicious.Choosing DonabeEspecially if you are new to



the world of donabe, choosing the right donabe is the first important step. It’s wise to choose one
that will have the most uses and last for a long time. Here are some tips for choosing a donabe
that you can comfortably use every day.Material. Coarse clay makes donabe with the highest
heat-retention capability. Donabe can be made from all clay, but some are made from clay mixed
with nonclay or artificial components. Some donabe are made from fine, smooth clay, which is
easier to clean but doesn’t retain heat as well. Donabe made from coarse clay, such as Iga clay,
has an extra-porous body that retains and distributes heat the best.Size. Smaller donabe are
easier to handle, but larger donabe can be more flexible, as you can make either large or small
portions in them. For cooking rice in donabe, consider whether you want to make mostly plain
rice or will occasionally be making rice mixed with other ingredients. If the latter, you want to
have enough extra space for the additional ingredients. It’s more convenient to have two different
sizes of donabe for different serving purposes.Durability. Artisanal donabe can be more
expensive than mass-produced donabe, but they are more likely to be made with higher-quality
clay and with extra time and care taken to ensure durability and utility. It takes about two weeks
to make an artisanal donabe such as Iga-yaki donabe, because it is fired twice at an extremely
high temperature. Both the quality and the amount of glaze used can affect durability, too.
Therefore, hand-crafted donabe is well worth the extra investment.Shape and Style. A deeper
donabe body holds broth best and works better in slow cooking, while a shallow, wide donabe—
such as Kyoto-style donabe and tagine-style donabe—can provide more surface area for both
cooking and presentation. This also means more surface area is exposed to receive benefit from
the the far-infrared radiation effect, which cooks first the surface of the contents and then
gradually penetrates inside.There are also different styles for different functions of cooking.
Beside the classic (standard) style of donabe, some are designed for specific purposes such as
rice cooking, steaming, and smoking. So knowing what you plan to cook with your donabe will
help you choose the right style. You don’t have to buy one of everything. Some donabe can be
used for multiple functions. For example, you can use a donabe rice cooker as a classic-style
donabe for hot pots and stews.Design. Of course, because donabe is something you not only
cook with but also serve from at the table, for many people its aesthetics are important. Artisanal
handmade types often carry different characteristics, depending on the artist or the region of
manufacture. Some look rustic, while others are slick and modern.All the recipes introduced in
this book have been tested with Iga-yaki (Iga-style) donabe made by Nagatani-en in Iga, Japan.
Iga-yaki donabe is very porous and is especially remarkable for its heat-retention ability, heat
resistance, and durability. Of course, you can use different producers’ donabe or other cooking
vessels to make many of the recipes. Because some recipes require specific techniques such as
high-intensity dry heating (heating while the pot is empty or heating with little or no fluid inside),
read the manufacturer’s instructions to ensure your vessel can handle such cooking
techniques.Different kinds of donabe can be found at larger Japanese markets, specialty stores,
and online. For shopping information about the Iga-yaki donabe used in this book, see
Resources.Signature CharacteristicsWith use and age, the appearance of your donabe will



change; donabe will develop a mature beauty as it’s used. The more you use it, the more tiny
crackles accumulate, like a leaf’s thin veins, on the glaze inside. These cracks are called kannyu
in Japanese. Kannyu occurs when a donabe repeatedly expands and shrinks during heating and
cooling. While the clay itself can expand and shrink, the glaze is not as flexible as the clay,
causing thin cracks to appear. Kannyu won’t affect the function of the donabe. Rather, they
enhance its strength, as the donabe body can expand and shrink more efficiently when the
cracks give enough space. The cracks are highly appreciated as part of the wabi-sabi (art of
“unfinished” or “incomplete” beauty) character of donabe.Once you start using a donabe, the
bottom changes color and black spots (like burned spots) could appear. That’s another welcome
maturing characteristic of the donabe. In Japan, it’s something to be proud of if you’ve owned a
donabe for a long time and the bottom looks dark and used. That’s the sign of a grown-up
donabe. However, if the bottom part turns black after a few uses, most likely the heat level you’re
using is too high.“Kannyu” crackles naturally appear after multiple uses of a DonabeThe
underside of the donabe becomes much darker after many years of useCaring for Your
DonabeWith proper care, donabe will develop personal characteristics and can last for decades.
Once you understand donabe’s basic characteristics, maintenance is a very easy task. Here are
some useful tips on how to take care of your donabe, from seasoning it to washing and storing
it.Because donabe’s clay body is porous, you must first season donabe by making rice porridge
in it. As the starch of the thick gluelike porridge fills the tiny pores of the clay, it strengthens the
body and helps prevent possible leaks and cracks during cooking. This process also creates a
barrier to keep aromas from the food from penetrating the pores of the clay. It’s a one-time step
that will make your donabe last for a long time.Donabe ware is not dishwasher-safe. Once you
begin cooking with your donabe, use mild soap and a sponge to hand-wash it. Do not leave the
donabe soaking in soapy water, as it could absorb the smell of the soap. Never plunge a hot
donabe into cold water, as the acute heat change could cause cracking.Once they are clean,
make sure you dry all the pieces of the donabe. Place them upside down, at least overnight, to
dry out. If you are storing a donabe for a while, leave it in a dry location. Storing a donabe in high
humidity for a long time could cause mold to grow inside.Donabe is not for storing food, as the
clay body could absorb the smell if you leave food in it for many hours. Transfer leftovers to
another container.How to season donabe:Fill the donabe about 70 percent full of water and add
cooked rice equivalent to about one-fifth or more of the volume of water. You don’t have to be
nervous about the measurement, you can just eyeball the amount. For a medium-size (2.5-qt)
donabe, it’s about 7 cups (1.7 L) water plus 1½ cups (360 ml) or more cooked rice. Stir the water
and rice thoroughly.Cover and cook the rice over low to medium-low heat.Once the porridge
starts to simmer, uncover and cook over low heat until the porridge becomes almost like a paste.
Stir occasionally to make sure the bottom does not burn. The cooking time varies depending on
the size of the donabe. For a medium-size donabe, the cooking time could be about 1 hour.Turn
off the heat and let the donabe cool down for about 1 hour.Remove the porridge completely.
Wash the donabe thoroughly with a soft sponge and mild soap and dry completely before using



it.Warning: Because the outer bottom is not coated in glaze, the exposed clay bottom is
especially water-absorbent. If you set a donabe over heat while the outer bottom is wet, the
moisture could expand in the donabe body and cause cracking. So always make sure the outer
bottom is dry before heating.In the food culture of Japan, donabe cooking is constantly featured
on television shows, in magazines, and on websites, as people crave new recipes and
techniques. There are growing numbers of donabe cookbooks, too. As the donabe culture
continues to evolve, donabe’s possibilities are expanding into different methods of cooking in
different cuisines—even beyond Asia. It’s no longer surprising to see donabe used for making
international dishes such as bouillabaisse, risotto, or pot roast.Over thousands of years of
donabe history, so many other kinds of cookware have become popular, and new kinds of high-
tech cookware keep popping up in the market. But donabe still continues to have a strong
presence in Japanese food culture. This longevity is due to the functionality and organic feeling
of this earthenware, along with its ancient origin.Advantages of Donabe CookingMany people
who use donabe say it makes food taste better. The secret is the material: clay. Donabe takes a
much longer time to build heat and cool down than other cookware, such as stainless steel. This
characteristic is the key to all the natural flavor donabe can draw out of straightforward
ingredients.Because donabe builds heat slowly, it allows the flavors of a dish to build gradually.
Donabe can help make your mushroom soup taste more savory and your rice taste sweeter.
When a dish is higher in natural umami flavor, less seasoning and less fat are needed to
complete the flavors. We like to say that donabe is a friendly cookware for health-conscious
people.Once the heat has built within the donabe, you can lower the flame and it will maintain a
steady and gentle heat distribution. The donabe also works like a cushion for that heat, taking
the direct flame from the stove and evenly distributing it across the surface and to the food.
During cooking, donabe’s glaze promotes natural far-infrared radiation, which is the same effect
that glowing charcoal gives to food.Donabe ware is known for its remarkable heat retention. It
cools down slowly, so it stays warm on the table for a long time. This trait also makes it perfect
for cooking with carryover heat. That’s why donabe is ideal for slow-cooking. Donabe is an
energy-efficient and eco-friendly cooking vessel because, once heated, it requires little energy
to function.What is umami?The Japanese term umami (literally, “pleasant savory taste”) has
entered the English lexicon in recent years because there is no real Western equivalent that
encompasses it. Like sweetness and saltiness, it is a basic flavor category recognized by the
human taste buds, occurring naturally in foods ranging from dairy products to fish, meat, and
vegetables. Umami doesn’t usually stand alone but is experienced through the way it combines
with other flavors to enhance them. In scientific terms, umami is the taste produced by various
amino acids and nucleotides, including glutamate, guanylate, and inosinate. For the rest of us,
it’s enough to know that it makes food delicious.Choosing DonabeEspecially if you are new to
the world of donabe, choosing the right donabe is the first important step. It’s wise to choose one
that will have the most uses and last for a long time. Here are some tips for choosing a donabe
that you can comfortably use every day.Material. Coarse clay makes donabe with the highest



heat-retention capability. Donabe can be made from all clay, but some are made from clay mixed
with nonclay or artificial components. Some donabe are made from fine, smooth clay, which is
easier to clean but doesn’t retain heat as well. Donabe made from coarse clay, such as Iga clay,
has an extra-porous body that retains and distributes heat the best.Size. Smaller donabe are
easier to handle, but larger donabe can be more flexible, as you can make either large or small
portions in them. For cooking rice in donabe, consider whether you want to make mostly plain
rice or will occasionally be making rice mixed with other ingredients. If the latter, you want to
have enough extra space for the additional ingredients. It’s more convenient to have two different
sizes of donabe for different serving purposes.Durability. Artisanal donabe can be more
expensive than mass-produced donabe, but they are more likely to be made with higher-quality
clay and with extra time and care taken to ensure durability and utility. It takes about two weeks
to make an artisanal donabe such as Iga-yaki donabe, because it is fired twice at an extremely
high temperature. Both the quality and the amount of glaze used can affect durability, too.
Therefore, hand-crafted donabe is well worth the extra investment.Shape and Style. A deeper
donabe body holds broth best and works better in slow cooking, while a shallow, wide donabe—
such as Kyoto-style donabe and tagine-style donabe—can provide more surface area for both
cooking and presentation. This also means more surface area is exposed to receive benefit from
the the far-infrared radiation effect, which cooks first the surface of the contents and then
gradually penetrates inside.There are also different styles for different functions of cooking.
Beside the classic (standard) style of donabe, some are designed for specific purposes such as
rice cooking, steaming, and smoking. So knowing what you plan to cook with your donabe will
help you choose the right style. You don’t have to buy one of everything. Some donabe can be
used for multiple functions. For example, you can use a donabe rice cooker as a classic-style
donabe for hot pots and stews.Design. Of course, because donabe is something you not only
cook with but also serve from at the table, for many people its aesthetics are important. Artisanal
handmade types often carry different characteristics, depending on the artist or the region of
manufacture. Some look rustic, while others are slick and modern.All the recipes introduced in
this book have been tested with Iga-yaki (Iga-style) donabe made by Nagatani-en in Iga, Japan.
Iga-yaki donabe is very porous and is especially remarkable for its heat-retention ability, heat
resistance, and durability. Of course, you can use different producers’ donabe or other cooking
vessels to make many of the recipes. Because some recipes require specific techniques such as
high-intensity dry heating (heating while the pot is empty or heating with little or no fluid inside),
read the manufacturer’s instructions to ensure your vessel can handle such cooking
techniques.Different kinds of donabe can be found at larger Japanese markets, specialty stores,
and online. For shopping information about the Iga-yaki donabe used in this book, see
Resources.Signature CharacteristicsWith use and age, the appearance of your donabe will
change; donabe will develop a mature beauty as it’s used. The more you use it, the more tiny
crackles accumulate, like a leaf’s thin veins, on the glaze inside. These cracks are called kannyu
in Japanese. Kannyu occurs when a donabe repeatedly expands and shrinks during heating and



cooling. While the clay itself can expand and shrink, the glaze is not as flexible as the clay,
causing thin cracks to appear. Kannyu won’t affect the function of the donabe. Rather, they
enhance its strength, as the donabe body can expand and shrink more efficiently when the
cracks give enough space. The cracks are highly appreciated as part of the wabi-sabi (art of
“unfinished” or “incomplete” beauty) character of donabe.Once you start using a donabe, the
bottom changes color and black spots (like burned spots) could appear. That’s another welcome
maturing characteristic of the donabe. In Japan, it’s something to be proud of if you’ve owned a
donabe for a long time and the bottom looks dark and used. That’s the sign of a grown-up
donabe. However, if the bottom part turns black after a few uses, most likely the heat level you’re
using is too high.“Kannyu” crackles naturally appear after multiple uses of a DonabeThe
underside of the donabe becomes much darker after many years of useCaring for Your
DonabeWith proper care, donabe will develop personal characteristics and can last for decades.
Once you understand donabe’s basic characteristics, maintenance is a very easy task. Here are
some useful tips on how to take care of your donabe, from seasoning it to washing and storing
it.Because donabe’s clay body is porous, you must first season donabe by making rice porridge
in it. As the starch of the thick gluelike porridge fills the tiny pores of the clay, it strengthens the
body and helps prevent possible leaks and cracks during cooking. This process also creates a
barrier to keep aromas from the food from penetrating the pores of the clay. It’s a one-time step
that will make your donabe last for a long time.Donabe ware is not dishwasher-safe. Once you
begin cooking with your donabe, use mild soap and a sponge to hand-wash it. Do not leave the
donabe soaking in soapy water, as it could absorb the smell of the soap. Never plunge a hot
donabe into cold water, as the acute heat change could cause cracking.Once they are clean,
make sure you dry all the pieces of the donabe. Place them upside down, at least overnight, to
dry out. If you are storing a donabe for a while, leave it in a dry location. Storing a donabe in high
humidity for a long time could cause mold to grow inside.Donabe is not for storing food, as the
clay body could absorb the smell if you leave food in it for many hours. Transfer leftovers to
another container.How to season donabe:Fill the donabe about 70 percent full of water and add
cooked rice equivalent to about one-fifth or more of the volume of water. You don’t have to be
nervous about the measurement, you can just eyeball the amount. For a medium-size (2.5-qt)
donabe, it’s about 7 cups (1.7 L) water plus 1½ cups (360 ml) or more cooked rice. Stir the water
and rice thoroughly.Cover and cook the rice over low to medium-low heat.Once the porridge
starts to simmer, uncover and cook over low heat until the porridge becomes almost like a paste.
Stir occasionally to make sure the bottom does not burn. The cooking time varies depending on
the size of the donabe. For a medium-size donabe, the cooking time could be about 1 hour.Turn
off the heat and let the donabe cool down for about 1 hour.Remove the porridge completely.
Wash the donabe thoroughly with a soft sponge and mild soap and dry completely before using
it.Warning: Because the outer bottom is not coated in glaze, the exposed clay bottom is
especially water-absorbent. If you set a donabe over heat while the outer bottom is wet, the
moisture could expand in the donabe body and cause cracking. So always make sure the outer



bottom is dry before heating.In the food culture of Japan, donabe cooking is constantly featured
on television shows, in magazines, and on websites, as people crave new recipes and
techniques. There are growing numbers of donabe cookbooks, too. As the donabe culture
continues to evolve, donabe’s possibilities are expanding into different methods of cooking in
different cuisines—even beyond Asia. It’s no longer surprising to see donabe used for making
international dishes such as bouillabaisse, risotto, or pot roast.Over thousands of years of
donabe history, so many other kinds of cookware have become popular, and new kinds of high-
tech cookware keep popping up in the market. But donabe still continues to have a strong
presence in Japanese food culture. This longevity is due to the functionality and organic feeling
of this earthenware, along with its ancient origin.Advantages of Donabe CookingMany people
who use donabe say it makes food taste better. The secret is the material: clay. Donabe takes a
much longer time to build heat and cool down than other cookware, such as stainless steel. This
characteristic is the key to all the natural flavor donabe can draw out of straightforward
ingredients.Because donabe builds heat slowly, it allows the flavors of a dish to build gradually.
Donabe can help make your mushroom soup taste more savory and your rice taste sweeter.
When a dish is higher in natural umami flavor, less seasoning and less fat are needed to
complete the flavors. We like to say that donabe is a friendly cookware for health-conscious
people.Once the heat has built within the donabe, you can lower the flame and it will maintain a
steady and gentle heat distribution. The donabe also works like a cushion for that heat, taking
the direct flame from the stove and evenly distributing it across the surface and to the food.
During cooking, donabe’s glaze promotes natural far-infrared radiation, which is the same effect
that glowing charcoal gives to food.Donabe ware is known for its remarkable heat retention. It
cools down slowly, so it stays warm on the table for a long time. This trait also makes it perfect
for cooking with carryover heat. That’s why donabe is ideal for slow-cooking. Donabe is an
energy-efficient and eco-friendly cooking vessel because, once heated, it requires little energy
to function.What is umami?The Japanese term umami (literally, “pleasant savory taste”) has
entered the English lexicon in recent years because there is no real Western equivalent that
encompasses it. Like sweetness and saltiness, it is a basic flavor category recognized by the
human taste buds, occurring naturally in foods ranging from dairy products to fish, meat, and
vegetables. Umami doesn’t usually stand alone but is experienced through the way it combines
with other flavors to enhance them. In scientific terms, umami is the taste produced by various
amino acids and nucleotides, including glutamate, guanylate, and inosinate. For the rest of us,
it’s enough to know that it makes food delicious.What is umami?The Japanese term umami
(literally, “pleasant savory taste”) has entered the English lexicon in recent years because there
is no real Western equivalent that encompasses it. Like sweetness and saltiness, it is a basic
flavor category recognized by the human taste buds, occurring naturally in foods ranging from
dairy products to fish, meat, and vegetables. Umami doesn’t usually stand alone but is
experienced through the way it combines with other flavors to enhance them. In scientific terms,
umami is the taste produced by various amino acids and nucleotides, including glutamate,



guanylate, and inosinate. For the rest of us, it’s enough to know that it makes food
delicious.Choosing DonabeEspecially if you are new to the world of donabe, choosing the right
donabe is the first important step. It’s wise to choose one that will have the most uses and last
for a long time. Here are some tips for choosing a donabe that you can comfortably use every
day.Material. Coarse clay makes donabe with the highest heat-retention capability. Donabe can
be made from all clay, but some are made from clay mixed with nonclay or artificial components.
Some donabe are made from fine, smooth clay, which is easier to clean but doesn’t retain heat
as well. Donabe made from coarse clay, such as Iga clay, has an extra-porous body that retains
and distributes heat the best.Size. Smaller donabe are easier to handle, but larger donabe can
be more flexible, as you can make either large or small portions in them. For cooking rice in
donabe, consider whether you want to make mostly plain rice or will occasionally be making rice
mixed with other ingredients. If the latter, you want to have enough extra space for the additional
ingredients. It’s more convenient to have two different sizes of donabe for different serving
purposes.Durability. Artisanal donabe can be more expensive than mass-produced donabe, but
they are more likely to be made with higher-quality clay and with extra time and care taken to
ensure durability and utility. It takes about two weeks to make an artisanal donabe such as Iga-
yaki donabe, because it is fired twice at an extremely high temperature. Both the quality and the
amount of glaze used can affect durability, too. Therefore, hand-crafted donabe is well worth the
extra investment.Shape and Style. A deeper donabe body holds broth best and works better in
slow cooking, while a shallow, wide donabe—such as Kyoto-style donabe and tagine-style
donabe—can provide more surface area for both cooking and presentation. This also means
more surface area is exposed to receive benefit from the the far-infrared radiation effect, which
cooks first the surface of the contents and then gradually penetrates inside.There are also
different styles for different functions of cooking. Beside the classic (standard) style of donabe,
some are designed for specific purposes such as rice cooking, steaming, and smoking. So
knowing what you plan to cook with your donabe will help you choose the right style. You don’t
have to buy one of everything. Some donabe can be used for multiple functions. For example,
you can use a donabe rice cooker as a classic-style donabe for hot pots and stews.Design. Of
course, because donabe is something you not only cook with but also serve from at the table, for
many people its aesthetics are important. Artisanal handmade types often carry different
characteristics, depending on the artist or the region of manufacture. Some look rustic, while
others are slick and modern.All the recipes introduced in this book have been tested with Iga-
yaki (Iga-style) donabe made by Nagatani-en in Iga, Japan. Iga-yaki donabe is very porous and
is especially remarkable for its heat-retention ability, heat resistance, and durability. Of course,
you can use different producers’ donabe or other cooking vessels to make many of the recipes.
Because some recipes require specific techniques such as high-intensity dry heating (heating
while the pot is empty or heating with little or no fluid inside), read the manufacturer’s
instructions to ensure your vessel can handle such cooking techniques.Different kinds of
donabe can be found at larger Japanese markets, specialty stores, and online. For shopping



information about the Iga-yaki donabe used in this book, see Resources.Signature
CharacteristicsWith use and age, the appearance of your donabe will change; donabe will
develop a mature beauty as it’s used. The more you use it, the more tiny crackles accumulate,
like a leaf’s thin veins, on the glaze inside. These cracks are called kannyu in Japanese. Kannyu
occurs when a donabe repeatedly expands and shrinks during heating and cooling. While the
clay itself can expand and shrink, the glaze is not as flexible as the clay, causing thin cracks to
appear. Kannyu won’t affect the function of the donabe. Rather, they enhance its strength, as the
donabe body can expand and shrink more efficiently when the cracks give enough space. The
cracks are highly appreciated as part of the wabi-sabi (art of “unfinished” or “incomplete” beauty)
character of donabe.Once you start using a donabe, the bottom changes color and black spots
(like burned spots) could appear. That’s another welcome maturing characteristic of the donabe.
In Japan, it’s something to be proud of if you’ve owned a donabe for a long time and the bottom
looks dark and used. That’s the sign of a grown-up donabe. However, if the bottom part turns
black after a few uses, most likely the heat level you’re using is too high.“Kannyu” crackles
naturally appear after multiple uses of a Donabe“Kannyu” crackles naturally appear after
multiple uses of a DonabeThe underside of the donabe becomes much darker after many years
of useThe underside of the donabe becomes much darker after many years of useCaring for
Your DonabeWith proper care, donabe will develop personal characteristics and can last for
decades. Once you understand donabe’s basic characteristics, maintenance is a very easy task.
Here are some useful tips on how to take care of your donabe, from seasoning it to washing and
storing it.Because donabe’s clay body is porous, you must first season donabe by making rice
porridge in it. As the starch of the thick gluelike porridge fills the tiny pores of the clay, it
strengthens the body and helps prevent possible leaks and cracks during cooking. This process
also creates a barrier to keep aromas from the food from penetrating the pores of the clay. It’s a
one-time step that will make your donabe last for a long time.Donabe ware is not dishwasher-
safe. Once you begin cooking with your donabe, use mild soap and a sponge to hand-wash it.
Do not leave the donabe soaking in soapy water, as it could absorb the smell of the soap. Never
plunge a hot donabe into cold water, as the acute heat change could cause cracking.Once they
are clean, make sure you dry all the pieces of the donabe. Place them upside down, at least
overnight, to dry out. If you are storing a donabe for a while, leave it in a dry location. Storing a
donabe in high humidity for a long time could cause mold to grow inside.Donabe is not for
storing food, as the clay body could absorb the smell if you leave food in it for many hours.
Transfer leftovers to another container.How to season donabe:Fill the donabe about 70 percent
full of water and add cooked rice equivalent to about one-fifth or more of the volume of water.
You don’t have to be nervous about the measurement, you can just eyeball the amount. For a
medium-size (2.5-qt) donabe, it’s about 7 cups (1.7 L) water plus 1½ cups (360 ml) or more
cooked rice. Stir the water and rice thoroughly.Cover and cook the rice over low to medium-low
heat.Once the porridge starts to simmer, uncover and cook over low heat until the porridge
becomes almost like a paste. Stir occasionally to make sure the bottom does not burn. The



cooking time varies depending on the size of the donabe. For a medium-size donabe, the
cooking time could be about 1 hour.Turn off the heat and let the donabe cool down for about 1
hour.Remove the porridge completely. Wash the donabe thoroughly with a soft sponge and mild
soap and dry completely before using it.Warning: Because the outer bottom is not coated in
glaze, the exposed clay bottom is especially water-absorbent. If you set a donabe over heat
while the outer bottom is wet, the moisture could expand in the donabe body and cause
cracking. So always make sure the outer bottom is dry before heating.Fill the donabe about 70
percent full of water and add cooked rice equivalent to about one-fifth or more of the volume of
water. You don’t have to be nervous about the measurement, you can just eyeball the amount.
For a medium-size (2.5-qt) donabe, it’s about 7 cups (1.7 L) water plus 1½ cups (360 ml) or
more cooked rice. Stir the water and rice thoroughly.Cover and cook the rice over low to medium-
low heat.Once the porridge starts to simmer, uncover and cook over low heat until the porridge
becomes almost like a paste. Stir occasionally to make sure the bottom does not burn. The
cooking time varies depending on the size of the donabe. For a medium-size donabe, the
cooking time could be about 1 hour.Turn off the heat and let the donabe cool down for about 1
hour.Remove the porridge completely. Wash the donabe thoroughly with a soft sponge and mild
soap and dry completely before using it.Warning: Because the outer bottom is not coated in
glaze, the exposed clay bottom is especially water-absorbent. If you set a donabe over heat
while the outer bottom is wet, the moisture could expand in the donabe body and cause
cracking. So always make sure the outer bottom is dry before heating.Fill the donabe about 70
percent full of water and add cooked rice equivalent to about one-fifth or more of the volume of
water. You don’t have to be nervous about the measurement, you can just eyeball the amount.
For a medium-size (2.5-qt) donabe, it’s about 7 cups (1.7 L) water plus 1½ cups (360 ml) or
more cooked rice. Stir the water and rice thoroughly.Fill the donabe about 70 percent full of water
and add cooked rice equivalent to about one-fifth or more of the volume of water. You don’t have
to be nervous about the measurement, you can just eyeball the amount. For a medium-size (2.5-
qt) donabe, it’s about 7 cups (1.7 L) water plus 1½ cups (360 ml) or more cooked rice. Stir the
water and rice thoroughly.Cover and cook the rice over low to medium-low heat.Cover and cook
the rice over low to medium-low heat.Once the porridge starts to simmer, uncover and cook over
low heat until the porridge becomes almost like a paste. Stir occasionally to make sure the
bottom does not burn. The cooking time varies depending on the size of the donabe. For a
medium-size donabe, the cooking time could be about 1 hour.Once the porridge starts to
simmer, uncover and cook over low heat until the porridge becomes almost like a paste. Stir
occasionally to make sure the bottom does not burn. The cooking time varies depending on the
size of the donabe. For a medium-size donabe, the cooking time could be about 1 hour.Turn off
the heat and let the donabe cool down for about 1 hour.Turn off the heat and let the donabe cool
down for about 1 hour.Remove the porridge completely. Wash the donabe thoroughly with a soft
sponge and mild soap and dry completely before using it.Remove the porridge completely.
Wash the donabe thoroughly with a soft sponge and mild soap and dry completely before using



it.Warning: Because the outer bottom is not coated in glaze, the exposed clay bottom is
especially water-absorbent. If you set a donabe over heat while the outer bottom is wet, the
moisture could expand in the donabe body and cause cracking. So always make sure the outer
bottom is dry before heating.Warning: Because the outer bottom is not coated in glaze, the
exposed clay bottom is especially water-absorbent. If you set a donabe over heat while the outer
bottom is wet, the moisture could expand in the donabe body and cause cracking. So always
make sure the outer bottom is dry before heating.Warning: Because the outer bottom is not
coated in glaze, the exposed clay bottom is especially water-absorbent. If you set a donabe over
heat while the outer bottom is wet, the moisture could expand in the donabe body and cause
cracking. So always make sure the outer bottom is dry before heating.Cooking SafetyThere are
dos and don’ts when using donabe. It’s important to know the proper handling of donabe in
order to cook safely.Donabe is intended for cooking over an open flame or a gas stove top. It’s
also safe in the oven. Do not use it on an electric element, as the heat won’t distribute the same
way as with a flame. Donabe cannot be used on induction-heat cooktops either, unless you
purchase an induction-safe donabe, with a treatment (such as a metal plate on the outer bottom)
in the donabe body making it compatible with induction heat.It’s best to have at least one
portable butane gas burner and butane cartridges at home. With a portable burner, you can
enjoy tabletop communal-style cooking, whether indoors or out. Portable butane gas burners are
widely available online and at Japanese and other Asian markets. We make some
recommendations in the Kitchen Tools appendix in this book.In general, a donabe pot should
not be heated when empty because it could crack, unless the manufacturer’s instructions say it
is safe to do so. Some types of donabe are made with extra heat-resistant clay or treated with a
special glaze that allows them to be heated empty.Donabe are not suitable for deep-frying. The
porous body could absorb the oil and cause damage to the body or, worse, a fire. You can,
however, safely sauté ingredients in a little oil over moderate heat.You shouldn’t rapidly chill a
hot donabe (such as by plunging it into cold water) or set a cold donabe over heat. Acute
temperature changes can shock a donabe and cause cracking. Also, unless you know your
donabe is extra heat-resistant, start the heat level at medium or lower so that you can prevent
possible cracking from heat shock.TroubleshootingEven when you take good care of your
donabe, mistakes can happen. Here are some tips for how to solve some of the possible
problems:Burned food. If you burn food in a donabe and it stains, fill it with warm water and
scrape with a wooden spatula or scrub it gently with a soft-scrub sponge. Repeating the process
will eventually help remove the stain completely. For very stubborn stains, boil water in the
donabe for 5 to 10 minutes and let it cool down before scraping.Minor cracks. Because donabe
expands and shrinks during cooking, small cracks in the clay body (which are natural and even
welcome) could expand further and cause leaking. This is rare, however. If the inside of the
donabe has a small crack that causes leaking, don’t panic. Repeat the seasoning procedure
(see this page) by making porridge in the donabe.Strong odors. If a strong food smell remains
after leaving pungent food inside the donabe, fill the donabe 80 percent full of water, add a small



scoop of already steeped green tea leaves, and simmer for about 10 minutes. The used tea
leaves can absorb the smell in the donabe.Moldy odors. For a moldy smell caused by not drying
the donabe properly, fill the donabe 80 percent full of water, add a few tablespoons of distilled
vinegar, and simmer for about 10 minutes. Repeat the seasoning procedure by making porridge
in the donabe (see this page).How to Use This BookHeat levels indicated in the recipes are
based on conventional home-kitchen gas stoves. For high-caloric stoves designed for
professional use, adjust to a lower heat level (for example, if a recipe says to use medium-high
heat, try medium or medium-low heat).Play with the recipes and create your own style. Don’t feel
too constricted by the recipes. We hope you will feel free to adjust them to suit yourself. The
stated ingredient amounts, cooking times, and heat levels are what work best for us in our
kitchens. Everybody has different tastes when it comes to such things as salt level, heat level,
and the consistency of sauces, so take these recipes as our suggestions and adjust them to
your preferences.Measurement and conversion charts. For rice measurement, we use the
traditional Japanese measuring unit called go (we call it a “rice cup” in English). In Japan, this
unit of measure has been used for hundreds of years and is still used today for measuring both
sake and rice. Traditionally, a square wooden cup called masu was used. Now the masu is more
commonly used simply as a cup for drinking sake. (You may have experienced drinking sake out
of a square wooden masu, as it is very traditional.) The traditional Japanese rice measurement
is 1 rice cup = US ¾ cup = 180 ml.For other, nonrice measurements, this book uses US
measurements with metric equivalents given in parentheses. Conversions are rounded up or
down in the recipes. Teaspoons and tablespoons are standard for both US and metric
measurements.Many of the ingredients in the book may be new to you. There is an extensive
glossary at the back (see this page) that describes these ingredients and offers guidance on
where you can buy them. VEGAN VEGETARIANCooking SafetyThere are dos and don’ts when
using donabe. It’s important to know the proper handling of donabe in order to cook
safely.Donabe is intended for cooking over an open flame or a gas stove top. It’s also safe in the
oven. Do not use it on an electric element, as the heat won’t distribute the same way as with a
flame. Donabe cannot be used on induction-heat cooktops either, unless you purchase an
induction-safe donabe, with a treatment (such as a metal plate on the outer bottom) in the
donabe body making it compatible with induction heat.It’s best to have at least one portable
butane gas burner and butane cartridges at home. With a portable burner, you can enjoy
tabletop communal-style cooking, whether indoors or out. Portable butane gas burners are
widely available online and at Japanese and other Asian markets. We make some
recommendations in the Kitchen Tools appendix in this book.In general, a donabe pot should
not be heated when empty because it could crack, unless the manufacturer’s instructions say it
is safe to do so. Some types of donabe are made with extra heat-resistant clay or treated with a
special glaze that allows them to be heated empty.Donabe are not suitable for deep-frying. The
porous body could absorb the oil and cause damage to the body or, worse, a fire. You can,
however, safely sauté ingredients in a little oil over moderate heat.You shouldn’t rapidly chill a



hot donabe (such as by plunging it into cold water) or set a cold donabe over heat. Acute
temperature changes can shock a donabe and cause cracking. Also, unless you know your
donabe is extra heat-resistant, start the heat level at medium or lower so that you can prevent
possible cracking from heat shock.TroubleshootingEven when you take good care of your
donabe, mistakes can happen. Here are some tips for how to solve some of the possible
problems:Burned food. If you burn food in a donabe and it stains, fill it with warm water and
scrape with a wooden spatula or scrub it gently with a soft-scrub sponge. Repeating the process
will eventually help remove the stain completely. For very stubborn stains, boil water in the
donabe for 5 to 10 minutes and let it cool down before scraping.Minor cracks. Because donabe
expands and shrinks during cooking, small cracks in the clay body (which are natural and even
welcome) could expand further and cause leaking. This is rare, however. If the inside of the
donabe has a small crack that causes leaking, don’t panic. Repeat the seasoning procedure
(see this page) by making porridge in the donabe.Strong odors. If a strong food smell remains
after leaving pungent food inside the donabe, fill the donabe 80 percent full of water, add a small
scoop of already steeped green tea leaves, and simmer for about 10 minutes. The used tea
leaves can absorb the smell in the donabe.Moldy odors. For a moldy smell caused by not drying
the donabe properly, fill the donabe 80 percent full of water, add a few tablespoons of distilled
vinegar, and simmer for about 10 minutes. Repeat the seasoning procedure by making porridge
in the donabe (see this page).How to Use This BookHeat levels indicated in the recipes are
based on conventional home-kitchen gas stoves. For high-caloric stoves designed for
professional use, adjust to a lower heat level (for example, if a recipe says to use medium-high
heat, try medium or medium-low heat).Play with the recipes and create your own style. Don’t feel
too constricted by the recipes. We hope you will feel free to adjust them to suit yourself. The
stated ingredient amounts, cooking times, and heat levels are what work best for us in our
kitchens. Everybody has different tastes when it comes to such things as salt level, heat level,
and the consistency of sauces, so take these recipes as our suggestions and adjust them to
your preferences.Measurement and conversion charts. For rice measurement, we use the
traditional Japanese measuring unit called go (we call it a “rice cup” in English). In Japan, this
unit of measure has been used for hundreds of years and is still used today for measuring both
sake and rice. Traditionally, a square wooden cup called masu was used. Now the masu is more
commonly used simply as a cup for drinking sake. (You may have experienced drinking sake out
of a square wooden masu, as it is very traditional.) The traditional Japanese rice measurement
is 1 rice cup = US ¾ cup = 180 ml.For other, nonrice measurements, this book uses US
measurements with metric equivalents given in parentheses. Conversions are rounded up or
down in the recipes. Teaspoons and tablespoons are standard for both US and metric
measurements.Many of the ingredients in the book may be new to you. There is an extensive
glossary at the back (see this page) that describes these ingredients and offers guidance on
where you can buy them. VEGAN VEGETARIANCooking SafetyThere are dos and don’ts when
using donabe. It’s important to know the proper handling of donabe in order to cook



safely.Donabe is intended for cooking over an open flame or a gas stove top. It’s also safe in the
oven. Do not use it on an electric element, as the heat won’t distribute the same way as with a
flame. Donabe cannot be used on induction-heat cooktops either, unless you purchase an
induction-safe donabe, with a treatment (such as a metal plate on the outer bottom) in the
donabe body making it compatible with induction heat.It’s best to have at least one portable
butane gas burner and butane cartridges at home. With a portable burner, you can enjoy
tabletop communal-style cooking, whether indoors or out. Portable butane gas burners are
widely available online and at Japanese and other Asian markets. We make some
recommendations in the Kitchen Tools appendix in this book.In general, a donabe pot should
not be heated when empty because it could crack, unless the manufacturer’s instructions say it
is safe to do so. Some types of donabe are made with extra heat-resistant clay or treated with a
special glaze that allows them to be heated empty.Donabe are not suitable for deep-frying. The
porous body could absorb the oil and cause damage to the body or, worse, a fire. You can,
however, safely sauté ingredients in a little oil over moderate heat.You shouldn’t rapidly chill a
hot donabe (such as by plunging it into cold water) or set a cold donabe over heat. Acute
temperature changes can shock a donabe and cause cracking. Also, unless you know your
donabe is extra heat-resistant, start the heat level at medium or lower so that you can prevent
possible cracking from heat shock.TroubleshootingEven when you take good care of your
donabe, mistakes can happen. Here are some tips for how to solve some of the possible
problems:Burned food. If you burn food in a donabe and it stains, fill it with warm water and
scrape with a wooden spatula or scrub it gently with a soft-scrub sponge. Repeating the process
will eventually help remove the stain completely. For very stubborn stains, boil water in the
donabe for 5 to 10 minutes and let it cool down before scraping.Minor cracks. Because donabe
expands and shrinks during cooking, small cracks in the clay body (which are natural and even
welcome) could expand further and cause leaking. This is rare, however. If the inside of the
donabe has a small crack that causes leaking, don’t panic. Repeat the seasoning procedure
(see this page) by making porridge in the donabe.Strong odors. If a strong food smell remains
after leaving pungent food inside the donabe, fill the donabe 80 percent full of water, add a small
scoop of already steeped green tea leaves, and simmer for about 10 minutes. The used tea
leaves can absorb the smell in the donabe.Moldy odors. For a moldy smell caused by not drying
the donabe properly, fill the donabe 80 percent full of water, add a few tablespoons of distilled
vinegar, and simmer for about 10 minutes. Repeat the seasoning procedure by making porridge
in the donabe (see this page).How to Use This BookHeat levels indicated in the recipes are
based on conventional home-kitchen gas stoves. For high-caloric stoves designed for
professional use, adjust to a lower heat level (for example, if a recipe says to use medium-high
heat, try medium or medium-low heat).Play with the recipes and create your own style. Don’t feel
too constricted by the recipes. We hope you will feel free to adjust them to suit yourself. The
stated ingredient amounts, cooking times, and heat levels are what work best for us in our
kitchens. Everybody has different tastes when it comes to such things as salt level, heat level,



and the consistency of sauces, so take these recipes as our suggestions and adjust them to
your preferences.Measurement and conversion charts. For rice measurement, we use the
traditional Japanese measuring unit called go (we call it a “rice cup” in English). In Japan, this
unit of measure has been used for hundreds of years and is still used today for measuring both
sake and rice. Traditionally, a square wooden cup called masu was used. Now the masu is more
commonly used simply as a cup for drinking sake. (You may have experienced drinking sake out
of a square wooden masu, as it is very traditional.) The traditional Japanese rice measurement
is 1 rice cup = US ¾ cup = 180 ml.For other, nonrice measurements, this book uses US
measurements with metric equivalents given in parentheses. Conversions are rounded up or
down in the recipes. Teaspoons and tablespoons are standard for both US and metric
measurements.Many of the ingredients in the book may be new to you. There is an extensive
glossary at the back (see this page) that describes these ingredients and offers guidance on
where you can buy them. VEGAN VEGAN VEGETARIAN VEGETARIANIGA, HOME
OFAUTHENTIC DONABEIga, a historic province in a mountainous countryside, is situated in the
present-day Mie Prefecture about 210 miles (340 km) southwest of Tokyo. It is one of the oldest
and most prestigious pottery-making regions in Japan. The central district forms around Iga
Ueno Castle (originally built in the late sixteenth century), which is surrounded by widespread,
serene natural scenery. With its rich history and ecology, Iga offers a number of premium local
artisanal specialties such as rice, sake, beef, pork, and rope making, in addition to its famous
Iga-yaki (Iga-style) pottery.Iga was the birthplace of Bashō Matsuo (1644–94), the most revered
haiku poet in history. Iga was also historically famous for mastery in the art of ninja and is a
birthplace of Iga ninja clans. Ninja from Iga were considered to be among the most skilled elites
during the age of samurai. There has been an ongoing rumor in past centuries that Bashō
Matsuo, who traveled across the country in the late seventeenth century and wrote numerous
haiku poems during his journey, was actually a ninja. He traveled about 1,500 miles (2,400 km)
on foot in just six months at the age of forty-five, which was considered to be very old back when
the average life expectancy for men was less than fifty years. Unless you were specially trained
physically, completing such a rigorous journey at that age, including under some extremely
harsh weather conditions, would have been almost impossible. The truth of the legend continues
to be in question.The history of Iga-yaki pottery dates back almost thirteen hundred years. Iga-
yaki developed because the clay in this region has exceptional heat-resistant qualities when
fired and because of the abundant red pine forests, which yielded ideal firewood for the kilns.
The term Iga-yaki refers not only to the pottery made in Iga, but also to any pottery made from
the clay of the region, known as “breathing clay.”About four million years ago, the region of Iga
used to be part of the bed of Lake Biwa (today’s Lake Biwa is still the largest lake in Japan), and
clay for Iga-yaki pottery comes from this prehistoric layer of earth. This clay contains many
fossilized microorganisms. When the clay is shaped and fired at extremely high temperatures,
the microorganisms are completely burned to the point of carbonization, leaving behind tiny
holes. Thus, Iga-yaki donabe is especially porous and has a higher capacity for heat retention.



Iga-yaki donabe breathes, and fine bubbles come out through the kannyu (good cracks) of the
glaze to circulate gently inside during cooking. Also, Iga’s prehistoric clay is naturally very
coarse. With all these remarkable characteristics, Iga’s historic clay is considered to be the ideal
clay for making donabe, and Iga-yaki donabe has been the top choice for many chefs and avid
home cooks.Iga-yaki donabe is famous for its bold, rustic beauty, attributed to the natural
characteristics of the Iga clay. The surface can sometimes even appear cracked or chipped, but
these “flaws” are part of its character. You can feel the power of the earth and the history of this
pottery, which matures gracefully to improve with age. The more you use your donabe, the more
you will come to admire and appreciate it—a stark contrast to many objects made today, which
become less functional and less beautiful with use.During the medieval era, Iga-yaki was
renowned for its use in tea ceremonies. Tea masters revered the tea ceremony wares, especially
for their “aesthetic of discord,” an unevenness in the glaze caused by the ashes in the kiln. The
exact form this unevenness takes is beyond the artisan’s control, though he or she can calculate
and induce it to some extent. This “intentionally accidental” aesthetic, caused by the
combination of Iga’s coarse clay and the natural glaze, was called keshiki (scenery). Keshiki has
been a leading factor in the Japanese way of appreciating pottery’s beauty. It’s caused by factors
beyond a human’s power to control, and is a part of what we call wabi-sabi, the appreciation of
the beauty to be found in imperfection and unevenness.Iga-yaki became widely popular for
donabe and other everyday cookware during the Edo Period during the nineteenth century.
Today, there are just over twenty Iga-yaki pottery producers, plus many individual artisans in the
region, and Iga-yaki carries on its heritage to serve people with its authentic beauty and
utility.Nagatani-en is one of the oldest and most highly respected producers of Iga-yaki donabe
and other pottery. Nagatani-en was established in 1832 and has been run by the Nagatani family
for eight generations. Nagatani-en is situated in a quiet valley, surrounded by nature. The area is
so pristine that visiting there can make you feel as if you had time-traveled hundreds of years
into the past. It’s a spiritual place with the strong power of earth.The whole property of Nagatani-
en is historical. On the hillside sits Japan’s largest remaining historical connected climbing kiln (a
traditional style of kiln in Japan, originally brought from China via Korea, with each kiln
connected to another on a slope), designated as a tangible cultural property of Japan. The kiln
has sixteen levels and was in active operation until the 1970s. Currently it is not in use, but
another climbing kiln right next to it operates on special occasions a few times a year.At
Nagatani-en, artisans make numerous kinds of Iga-yaki pottery every day. Nagatani-en’s donabe
lineup is highly sought after for its beauty, utility, and durability. All its donabe are handcrafted,
and it takes about two weeks to produce each one. Every donabe shows the true identity of Iga-
yaki, and each is made to work to its full potential.The person behind the creation of a number of
unique donabe styles is Yuji Nagatani, the chairman of Nagatani-en and the seventh-generation
of this family-run artisan pottery. He is a charismatic and energetic character. He loves to eat and
drink, and his goal is to craft donabe that will make cooks and diners happy. Yuji feels that while
it’s important to carry on and preserve the traditions of Iga-yaki pottery, those traditions also



need to evolve constantly to better serve people’s changing needs. Just as every Iga-yaki
donabe is unique and no two (even in the same design) are identical, every moment in life is a
once-in-a-lifetime treasure (ichigo-ichie, a term used to explain both pottery and a philosophy).
Every dish, every meal, every meeting, and every conversation happens once in a lifetime and is
different the next time—if there is a next time. So as a pottery producer, Yuji’s mission is to
continue to make the kinds of donabe that meet people’s needs, and he hopes to help make
meals more enjoyable and something special each and every time.Yuji Nagatani’s oldest child,
Yasuhiro, is now the president of Nagatani-en, and the rest of their children are also involved in
Nagatani-en’s operation, both in Iga and in Tokyo, with a mission to bring happy donabe life to
people.IGA, HOME OFAUTHENTIC DONABEIga, a historic province in a mountainous
countryside, is situated in the present-day Mie Prefecture about 210 miles (340 km) southwest of
Tokyo. It is one of the oldest and most prestigious pottery-making regions in Japan. The central
district forms around Iga Ueno Castle (originally built in the late sixteenth century), which is
surrounded by widespread, serene natural scenery. With its rich history and ecology, Iga offers a
number of premium local artisanal specialties such as rice, sake, beef, pork, and rope making, in
addition to its famous Iga-yaki (Iga-style) pottery.Iga was the birthplace of Bashō Matsuo (1644–
94), the most revered haiku poet in history. Iga was also historically famous for mastery in the art
of ninja and is a birthplace of Iga ninja clans. Ninja from Iga were considered to be among the
most skilled elites during the age of samurai. There has been an ongoing rumor in past centuries
that Bashō Matsuo, who traveled across the country in the late seventeenth century and wrote
numerous haiku poems during his journey, was actually a ninja. He traveled about 1,500 miles
(2,400 km) on foot in just six months at the age of forty-five, which was considered to be very old
back when the average life expectancy for men was less than fifty years. Unless you were
specially trained physically, completing such a rigorous journey at that age, including under
some extremely harsh weather conditions, would have been almost impossible. The truth of the
legend continues to be in question.The history of Iga-yaki pottery dates back almost thirteen
hundred years. Iga-yaki developed because the clay in this region has exceptional heat-resistant
qualities when fired and because of the abundant red pine forests, which yielded ideal firewood
for the kilns. The term Iga-yaki refers not only to the pottery made in Iga, but also to any pottery
made from the clay of the region, known as “breathing clay.”About four million years ago, the
region of Iga used to be part of the bed of Lake Biwa (today’s Lake Biwa is still the largest lake in
Japan), and clay for Iga-yaki pottery comes from this prehistoric layer of earth. This clay contains
many fossilized microorganisms. When the clay is shaped and fired at extremely high
temperatures, the microorganisms are completely burned to the point of carbonization, leaving
behind tiny holes. Thus, Iga-yaki donabe is especially porous and has a higher capacity for heat
retention. Iga-yaki donabe breathes, and fine bubbles come out through the kannyu (good
cracks) of the glaze to circulate gently inside during cooking. Also, Iga’s prehistoric clay is
naturally very coarse. With all these remarkable characteristics, Iga’s historic clay is considered
to be the ideal clay for making donabe, and Iga-yaki donabe has been the top choice for many



chefs and avid home cooks.Iga-yaki donabe is famous for its bold, rustic beauty, attributed to the
natural characteristics of the Iga clay. The surface can sometimes even appear cracked or
chipped, but these “flaws” are part of its character. You can feel the power of the earth and the
history of this pottery, which matures gracefully to improve with age. The more you use your
donabe, the more you will come to admire and appreciate it—a stark contrast to many objects
made today, which become less functional and less beautiful with use.During the medieval era,
Iga-yaki was renowned for its use in tea ceremonies. Tea masters revered the tea ceremony
wares, especially for their “aesthetic of discord,” an unevenness in the glaze caused by the
ashes in the kiln. The exact form this unevenness takes is beyond the artisan’s control, though
he or she can calculate and induce it to some extent. This “intentionally accidental” aesthetic,
caused by the combination of Iga’s coarse clay and the natural glaze, was called keshiki
(scenery). Keshiki has been a leading factor in the Japanese way of appreciating pottery’s
beauty. It’s caused by factors beyond a human’s power to control, and is a part of what we call
wabi-sabi, the appreciation of the beauty to be found in imperfection and unevenness.Iga-yaki
became widely popular for donabe and other everyday cookware during the Edo Period during
the nineteenth century. Today, there are just over twenty Iga-yaki pottery producers, plus many
individual artisans in the region, and Iga-yaki carries on its heritage to serve people with its
authentic beauty and utility.Nagatani-en is one of the oldest and most highly respected
producers of Iga-yaki donabe and other pottery. Nagatani-en was established in 1832 and has
been run by the Nagatani family for eight generations. Nagatani-en is situated in a quiet valley,
surrounded by nature. The area is so pristine that visiting there can make you feel as if you had
time-traveled hundreds of years into the past. It’s a spiritual place with the strong power of
earth.The whole property of Nagatani-en is historical. On the hillside sits Japan’s largest
remaining historical connected climbing kiln (a traditional style of kiln in Japan, originally brought
from China via Korea, with each kiln connected to another on a slope), designated as a tangible
cultural property of Japan. The kiln has sixteen levels and was in active operation until the
1970s. Currently it is not in use, but another climbing kiln right next to it operates on special
occasions a few times a year.At Nagatani-en, artisans make numerous kinds of Iga-yaki pottery
every day. Nagatani-en’s donabe lineup is highly sought after for its beauty, utility, and durability.
All its donabe are handcrafted, and it takes about two weeks to produce each one. Every
donabe shows the true identity of Iga-yaki, and each is made to work to its full potential.The
person behind the creation of a number of unique donabe styles is Yuji Nagatani, the chairman
of Nagatani-en and the seventh-generation of this family-run artisan pottery. He is a charismatic
and energetic character. He loves to eat and drink, and his goal is to craft donabe that will make
cooks and diners happy. Yuji feels that while it’s important to carry on and preserve the traditions
of Iga-yaki pottery, those traditions also need to evolve constantly to better serve people’s
changing needs. Just as every Iga-yaki donabe is unique and no two (even in the same design)
are identical, every moment in life is a once-in-a-lifetime treasure (ichigo-ichie, a term used to
explain both pottery and a philosophy). Every dish, every meal, every meeting, and every



conversation happens once in a lifetime and is different the next time—if there is a next time. So
as a pottery producer, Yuji’s mission is to continue to make the kinds of donabe that meet
people’s needs, and he hopes to help make meals more enjoyable and something special each
and every time.Yuji Nagatani’s oldest child, Yasuhiro, is now the president of Nagatani-en, and
the rest of their children are also involved in Nagatani-en’s operation, both in Iga and in Tokyo,
with a mission to bring happy donabe life to people.IGA, HOME OFAUTHENTIC DONABEIga, a
historic province in a mountainous countryside, is situated in the present-day Mie Prefecture
about 210 miles (340 km) southwest of Tokyo. It is one of the oldest and most prestigious pottery-
making regions in Japan. The central district forms around Iga Ueno Castle (originally built in the
late sixteenth century), which is surrounded by widespread, serene natural scenery. With its rich
history and ecology, Iga offers a number of premium local artisanal specialties such as rice,
sake, beef, pork, and rope making, in addition to its famous Iga-yaki (Iga-style) pottery.Iga was
the birthplace of Bashō Matsuo (1644–94), the most revered haiku poet in history. Iga was also
historically famous for mastery in the art of ninja and is a birthplace of Iga ninja clans. Ninja from
Iga were considered to be among the most skilled elites during the age of samurai. There has
been an ongoing rumor in past centuries that Bashō Matsuo, who traveled across the country in
the late seventeenth century and wrote numerous haiku poems during his journey, was actually
a ninja. He traveled about 1,500 miles (2,400 km) on foot in just six months at the age of forty-
five, which was considered to be very old back when the average life expectancy for men was
less than fifty years. Unless you were specially trained physically, completing such a rigorous
journey at that age, including under some extremely harsh weather conditions, would have been
almost impossible. The truth of the legend continues to be in question.The history of Iga-yaki
pottery dates back almost thirteen hundred years. Iga-yaki developed because the clay in this
region has exceptional heat-resistant qualities when fired and because of the abundant red pine
forests, which yielded ideal firewood for the kilns. The term Iga-yaki refers not only to the pottery
made in Iga, but also to any pottery made from the clay of the region, known as “breathing
clay.”About four million years ago, the region of Iga used to be part of the bed of Lake Biwa
(today’s Lake Biwa is still the largest lake in Japan), and clay for Iga-yaki pottery comes from this
prehistoric layer of earth. This clay contains many fossilized microorganisms. When the clay is
shaped and fired at extremely high temperatures, the microorganisms are completely burned to
the point of carbonization, leaving behind tiny holes. Thus, Iga-yaki donabe is especially porous
and has a higher capacity for heat retention. Iga-yaki donabe breathes, and fine bubbles come
out through the kannyu (good cracks) of the glaze to circulate gently inside during cooking. Also,
Iga’s prehistoric clay is naturally very coarse. With all these remarkable characteristics, Iga’s
historic clay is considered to be the ideal clay for making donabe, and Iga-yaki donabe has been
the top choice for many chefs and avid home cooks.Iga-yaki donabe is famous for its bold, rustic
beauty, attributed to the natural characteristics of the Iga clay. The surface can sometimes even
appear cracked or chipped, but these “flaws” are part of its character. You can feel the power of
the earth and the history of this pottery, which matures gracefully to improve with age. The more



you use your donabe, the more you will come to admire and appreciate it—a stark contrast to
many objects made today, which become less functional and less beautiful with use.During the
medieval era, Iga-yaki was renowned for its use in tea ceremonies. Tea masters revered the tea
ceremony wares, especially for their “aesthetic of discord,” an unevenness in the glaze caused
by the ashes in the kiln. The exact form this unevenness takes is beyond the artisan’s control,
though he or she can calculate and induce it to some extent. This “intentionally accidental”
aesthetic, caused by the combination of Iga’s coarse clay and the natural glaze, was called
keshiki (scenery). Keshiki has been a leading factor in the Japanese way of appreciating
pottery’s beauty. It’s caused by factors beyond a human’s power to control, and is a part of what
we call wabi-sabi, the appreciation of the beauty to be found in imperfection and
unevenness.Iga-yaki became widely popular for donabe and other everyday cookware during
the Edo Period during the nineteenth century. Today, there are just over twenty Iga-yaki pottery
producers, plus many individual artisans in the region, and Iga-yaki carries on its heritage to
serve people with its authentic beauty and utility.Nagatani-en is one of the oldest and most
highly respected producers of Iga-yaki donabe and other pottery. Nagatani-en was established
in 1832 and has been run by the Nagatani family for eight generations. Nagatani-en is situated in
a quiet valley, surrounded by nature. The area is so pristine that visiting there can make you feel
as if you had time-traveled hundreds of years into the past. It’s a spiritual place with the strong
power of earth.The whole property of Nagatani-en is historical. On the hillside sits Japan’s
largest remaining historical connected climbing kiln (a traditional style of kiln in Japan, originally
brought from China via Korea, with each kiln connected to another on a slope), designated as a
tangible cultural property of Japan. The kiln has sixteen levels and was in active operation until
the 1970s. Currently it is not in use, but another climbing kiln right next to it operates on special
occasions a few times a year.At Nagatani-en, artisans make numerous kinds of Iga-yaki pottery
every day. Nagatani-en’s donabe lineup is highly sought after for its beauty, utility, and durability.
All its donabe are handcrafted, and it takes about two weeks to produce each one. Every
donabe shows the true identity of Iga-yaki, and each is made to work to its full potential.The
person behind the creation of a number of unique donabe styles is Yuji Nagatani, the chairman
of Nagatani-en and the seventh-generation of this family-run artisan pottery. He is a charismatic
and energetic character. He loves to eat and drink, and his goal is to craft donabe that will make
cooks and diners happy. Yuji feels that while it’s important to carry on and preserve the traditions
of Iga-yaki pottery, those traditions also need to evolve constantly to better serve people’s
changing needs. Just as every Iga-yaki donabe is unique and no two (even in the same design)
are identical, every moment in life is a once-in-a-lifetime treasure (ichigo-ichie, a term used to
explain both pottery and a philosophy). Every dish, every meal, every meeting, and every
conversation happens once in a lifetime and is different the next time—if there is a next time. So
as a pottery producer, Yuji’s mission is to continue to make the kinds of donabe that meet
people’s needs, and he hopes to help make meals more enjoyable and something special each
and every time.Yuji Nagatani’s oldest child, Yasuhiro, is now the president of Nagatani-en, and



the rest of their children are also involved in Nagatani-en’s operation, both in Iga and in Tokyo,
with a mission to bring happy donabe life to people.Nagatani-en’s historic sixteen-level climbing
kiln, built in the early nineteenth centuryNagatani-en’s historic sixteen-level climbing kiln, built in
the early nineteenth centuryNagatani-en’s historic sixteen-level climbing kiln, built in the early
nineteenth century Nagatani-en’s historic sixteen-level climbing kiln, built in the early nineteenth
centuryNagatani-en’s seventh-generation chairman, Yuji NagataniNagatani-en’s seventh-
generation chairman, Yuji NagataniNagatani-en’s seventh-generation chairman, Yuji
NagataniNagatani-en’s seventh-generation chairman, Yuji NagataniHow Donabe Is MadeAt
Nagatani-en, the clay can be formed either entirely by hand on a wheel, or by using a plaster
mold. The entire process takes about two weeks for each donabe to be made.Here is the
process of making hand-shaped donabe at Nagatani-en:Kneading clay: It’s called
“chrysanthemum kneading” because the shape of the clay resembles chrysanthemum flower
petals. This process creates texture and pushes out air.Forming: Forming by hand on a wheel
requires special expertise to achieve an even shape and thickness. Formed donabe is left to dry
overnight.Shaving: Each donabe is shaved with a plane to show the rough, porous surface and
so that the surface area will become larger. This step ensures that a wider surface area will be in
direct contact with the heat when the finished donabe is used for cooking. Shaved donabe is left
to dry further for half a day.Attaching knob and handles: The handles of donabe are called ears,
and once they are shaped, they are glued to the clay.Drying: Before the first firing, donabe is air-
dried for about a week. Because Iga-yaki donabe has a thick body, it must dry slowly.Initial firing:
Donabe is fired in a kiln at 1,290°F (700°C) for about eight hours and then cooled down for more
than twenty-four hours.Glazing: This is done in two steps. After the initial glazing, a denser glaze
is applied shortly after.Final firing: Donabe is fired again in a kiln at 2,200°F (1,200°C) for about
twelve hours and left in the kiln for an additional twelve hours or longer to cool down.Out of the
kiln: Even after twelve hours of cooling, these donabe are still very warm and must be allowed to
cool further.Inspection: Once completely cooled down, each donabe is carefully checked by
expert eyes and then put in a box, ready to ship.How Donabe Is MadeAt Nagatani-en, the clay
can be formed either entirely by hand on a wheel, or by using a plaster mold. The entire process
takes about two weeks for each donabe to be made.Here is the process of making hand-shaped
donabe at Nagatani-en:Kneading clay: It’s called “chrysanthemum kneading” because the shape
of the clay resembles chrysanthemum flower petals. This process creates texture and pushes
out air.Forming: Forming by hand on a wheel requires special expertise to achieve an even
shape and thickness. Formed donabe is left to dry overnight.Shaving: Each donabe is shaved
with a plane to show the rough, porous surface and so that the surface area will become larger.
This step ensures that a wider surface area will be in direct contact with the heat when the
finished donabe is used for cooking. Shaved donabe is left to dry further for half a day.Attaching
knob and handles: The handles of donabe are called ears, and once they are shaped, they are
glued to the clay.Drying: Before the first firing, donabe is air-dried for about a week. Because Iga-
yaki donabe has a thick body, it must dry slowly.Initial firing: Donabe is fired in a kiln at 1,290°F



(700°C) for about eight hours and then cooled down for more than twenty-four hours.Glazing:
This is done in two steps. After the initial glazing, a denser glaze is applied shortly after.Final
firing: Donabe is fired again in a kiln at 2,200°F (1,200°C) for about twelve hours and left in the
kiln for an additional twelve hours or longer to cool down.Out of the kiln: Even after twelve hours
of cooling, these donabe are still very warm and must be allowed to cool further.Inspection:
Once completely cooled down, each donabe is carefully checked by expert eyes and then put in
a box, ready to ship.How Donabe Is MadeAt Nagatani-en, the clay can be formed either entirely
by hand on a wheel, or by using a plaster mold. The entire process takes about two weeks for
each donabe to be made.Here is the process of making hand-shaped donabe at Nagatani-
en:Kneading clay: It’s called “chrysanthemum kneading” because the shape of the clay
resembles chrysanthemum flower petals. This process creates texture and pushes out
air.Forming: Forming by hand on a wheel requires special expertise to achieve an even shape
and thickness. Formed donabe is left to dry overnight.Shaving: Each donabe is shaved with a
plane to show the rough, porous surface and so that the surface area will become larger. This
step ensures that a wider surface area will be in direct contact with the heat when the finished
donabe is used for cooking. Shaved donabe is left to dry further for half a day.Attaching knob
and handles: The handles of donabe are called ears, and once they are shaped, they are glued
to the clay.Drying: Before the first firing, donabe is air-dried for about a week. Because Iga-yaki
donabe has a thick body, it must dry slowly.Initial firing: Donabe is fired in a kiln at 1,290°F
(700°C) for about eight hours and then cooled down for more than twenty-four hours.Glazing:
This is done in two steps. After the initial glazing, a denser glaze is applied shortly after.Final
firing: Donabe is fired again in a kiln at 2,200°F (1,200°C) for about twelve hours and left in the
kiln for an additional twelve hours or longer to cool down.Out of the kiln: Even after twelve hours
of cooling, these donabe are still very warm and must be allowed to cool further.Inspection:
Once completely cooled down, each donabe is carefully checked by expert eyes and then put in
a box, ready to ship.Kneading clay: It’s called “chrysanthemum kneading” because the shape of
the clay resembles chrysanthemum flower petals. This process creates texture and pushes out
air.Forming: Forming by hand on a wheel requires special expertise to achieve an even shape
and thickness. Formed donabe is left to dry overnight.Shaving: Each donabe is shaved with a
plane to show the rough, porous surface and so that the surface area will become larger. This
step ensures that a wider surface area will be in direct contact with the heat when the finished
donabe is used for cooking. Shaved donabe is left to dry further for half a day.Attaching knob
and handles: The handles of donabe are called ears, and once they are shaped, they are glued
to the clay.Drying: Before the first firing, donabe is air-dried for about a week. Because Iga-yaki
donabe has a thick body, it must dry slowly.Initial firing: Donabe is fired in a kiln at 1,290°F
(700°C) for about eight hours and then cooled down for more than twenty-four hours.Glazing:
This is done in two steps. After the initial glazing, a denser glaze is applied shortly after.Final
firing: Donabe is fired again in a kiln at 2,200°F (1,200°C) for about twelve hours and left in the
kiln for an additional twelve hours or longer to cool down.Out of the kiln: Even after twelve hours



of cooling, these donabe are still very warm and must be allowed to cool further.Inspection:
Once completely cooled down, each donabe is carefully checked by expert eyes and then put in
a box, ready to ship.Kneading clay: It’s called “chrysanthemum kneading” because the shape of
the clay resembles chrysanthemum flower petals. This process creates texture and pushes out
air.Kneading clay: It’s called “chrysanthemum kneading” because the shape of the clay
resembles chrysanthemum flower petals. This process creates texture and pushes out
air.Forming: Forming by hand on a wheel requires special expertise to achieve an even shape
and thickness. Formed donabe is left to dry overnight.Forming: Forming by hand on a wheel
requires special expertise to achieve an even shape and thickness. Formed donabe is left to dry
overnight.Shaving: Each donabe is shaved with a plane to show the rough, porous surface and
so that the surface area will become larger. This step ensures that a wider surface area will be in
direct contact with the heat when the finished donabe is used for cooking. Shaved donabe is left
to dry further for half a day.Shaving: Each donabe is shaved with a plane to show the rough,
porous surface and so that the surface area will become larger. This step ensures that a wider
surface area will be in direct contact with the heat when the finished donabe is used for cooking.
Shaved donabe is left to dry further for half a day.Attaching knob and handles: The handles of
donabe are called ears, and once they are shaped, they are glued to the clay.Attaching knob
and handles: The handles of donabe are called ears, and once they are shaped, they are glued
to the clay.Drying: Before the first firing, donabe is air-dried for about a week. Because Iga-yaki
donabe has a thick body, it must dry slowly.Drying: Before the first firing, donabe is air-dried for
about a week. Because Iga-yaki donabe has a thick body, it must dry slowly.Initial firing: Donabe
is fired in a kiln at 1,290°F (700°C) for about eight hours and then cooled down for more than
twenty-four hours.Initial firing: Donabe is fired in a kiln at 1,290°F (700°C) for about eight hours
and then cooled down for more than twenty-four hours.Glazing: This is done in two steps. After
the initial glazing, a denser glaze is applied shortly after.Glazing: This is done in two steps. After
the initial glazing, a denser glaze is applied shortly after.Final firing: Donabe is fired again in a
kiln at 2,200°F (1,200°C) for about twelve hours and left in the kiln for an additional twelve hours
or longer to cool down.Final firing: Donabe is fired again in a kiln at 2,200°F (1,200°C) for about
twelve hours and left in the kiln for an additional twelve hours or longer to cool down.Out of the
kiln: Even after twelve hours of cooling, these donabe are still very warm and must be allowed to
cool further.Out of the kiln: Even after twelve hours of cooling, these donabe are still very warm
and must be allowed to cool further.Inspection: Once completely cooled down, each donabe is
carefully checked by expert eyes and then put in a box, ready to ship.Inspection: Once
completely cooled down, each donabe is carefully checked by expert eyes and then put in a
box, ready to ship.
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I Do The Speed Limit, “If you are at all interested in Japanese foods and cooking, this is a book
you need to work through--with a donabe or not. I had always considered a donabe as a vessel
for one-pot dishes, mostly hot pots, soups and stews. This book first suggests—then proves
through chapters divided by different uses and different styles of donabe—that a donabe can be
used for many types of dishes. You will find recipes for rice dishes; steamed vegetables and
meats; roasted and fried fish, chicken, pork, tofu, and more; smoked meats, seafood, cheese,
vegetables; besides the more well-known hot pots, soups and stews.This is a lovely compilation
of Japanese recipes: Rich, warming, exciting and varied in flavors. If you are at all interested in
Japanese foods and cooking, this is a book you need to work through. Plus, it has an entire
chapter at the end, which gives recipes for dashi, sauces and condiments.It should be noted
one of the authors of this book, Naoko Takei Moore, is the owner of Toiro Kitchen, a big seller of
donabe cookware in the US. A good move on her part? Maybe. Her website has many styles
and pieces of cookware offered for sale. And quality donabe from the Iga Provence of Japan is
not inexpensive.Also on her store website are a LOT of donabe recipes. I have checked, and
except for the basic rice cooking instructions, the 104 recipes on the website do not really
overlap those in this book. Some come close, but they are different. You might want to take a
look at those recipes, because they will give you a feel for those in this book. And be sure to
check out the "Look Inside" feature on this product page. Ten Speed Press always does such a
great job with this feature.A real donabe is not mandatory to make good use of this cookbook: I
have been wanting to buy a quality donabe for several years now, and this book has helped me
with my decision-making. The info in this book has also convinced me that my choice to NOT
buy an inexpensive donabe from the oriental market was a good one. In the meantime, I have
learned that I can get decent results—not perfect, but not bad—from regular pots on the
stovetop and my electric rice cooker. I even use a huge vintage electric fondue pot from the 70’s
with good results.Before introducing recipes, this book will clue you in on how to care for and
season donabe, and dos and don’ts for handling donabe while cooking. It is a very helpful
abundance of info.There are many vegetarian and vegan recipes included, and they are marked
as such. There are also options provided to turn regular dishes into vegan dishes. You will also
find suggestions to create a shime course (finishing course) from the remaining broth. I find
some of the shime suggestions to be great recipes in their own right, and suitable for a separate
meal.Beautiful photographs of prepared dishes, envy-provoking donabe pots, action photos,
scenery.Substitutions are offered in many instances: Dijon for Japanese mustard, green onions
for negi, mushroom and miso options, and more. Pantry ingredients are not hard to find if you’ve
got an oriental market nearby. If not, Amazon has it all.There are pictures of each dish,
sometimes the pre-assembled ingredients, sometimes the ingredients in the pot, sometimes its
shime course.The first chapter is a compilation of hot pots using quite a variety of main and
accompanying ingredients: Tofu, beef, pork, fish, oysters, duck, mushrooms, cabbage, gyoza



(dumplings), even Korean kimchi, and more. I loved the “Chicken Meatballs in Hot Sesame Miso
Broth”, a two-column list of ingredients, but ingredients that I can find easily at an oriental market
or are usually on my pantry shelves.In the next chapter are rice dishes cooked in a donabe
double-lidded rice cooker, and it is one revelation after another. There are several recipes that I
will recreate again and again, but my favorite is a small red snapper, just gutted, cleaned and
scaled, placed in the pot along with the rice and dashi, ginger, king mushrooms and a few other
ingredients. I also love the “Juicy (boneless) Chicken-Wing Rice”.Love the chapter on soups,
stews and braises: Everything from dried soybeans; simmered vegetables in dashi and sake,
mirin and brown sugar; braised sweet and spicy kabocha; to salt-marinated 1 pound hunks of
pork shoulder; miso Keema curry (Indian curry with ground meat); simmered thin-sliced beef
with noodles and potatoes; soy and sake flavored ground chicken and eggs over rice. There is
even a salmon chowder—and if you know chowders, you can adapt this recipe to just about any
ingredient combination.There are also instructions for using a donabe for a sous vide technique,
with a digital thermometer through the steam hole.The donabe can be used as a steamer: The
chapter includes combinations of vegetables, fish or seafood and vegetables and tofu, and
sauces. It provides a custard recipe. There are rice balls, dumplings, and steamed cakes.In the
chapter using a tagine-style donabe, I found recipes that might just “force” me to buy this
specialty donabe, (although a lidded heavy skillet already on your kitchen shelf might work):
Roasted potatoes, steam-fried vegetables, steamed clams and vegetables, pork sukiyaki,
crunchy lotus root in a vinegar sauce, and many more.There is a chapter on smoking, too.Dashi
recipes, sauces and condiments are located at the back of the book, and you will find yourself
referring to them often.Sometimes Japanese cookbooks are difficult to maneuver through, with
so many foreign ingredients to understand and memorize. Maybe that statement is only true for
cooks with brains like mine, which struggle with foreign words. But I had no trouble working my
way through these recipes. (I will still take the book with me to the market….) Plus there is a
decent 8-page comprehensive and valuable glossary.There are two pages explaining important
kitchen tools and a short resource page.*I received a temporary download of this book from the
publisher. I used it for several months, and when the book was finally published, I bought a hard
copy—that is how much I like it.”

Shep, “Start cooking. I'd had the Donabe for a year, and had no idea what to do with it, so I
bought the book. Then I made a trip to an Asian grocery and bought the staples that showed up
in many of the book's recipes. Now I make my own version of the soups in the book on a regular
basis. It's really clean cooking, and delicious. The soups are satisfying and afterwards there is
very little cleanup.”

LYS, “Japanese Ingredients not available in USA. Book has 307 pages. There are 104 Recipes in
it (Pg 66-297). Recipes include 86 Donabe Recipes + 18 Sauce Recipes. Each Recipe is on 1
page with a beautiful photo of the dish on the other side. I like this as it gives me an idea of how



the dish will look at the end of the cooking process.At the top of each Recipe Page - it tells you
number of serving portions, equipment (either 1.5Q or 2.5Q Donate Pot size), vegan options,
Shime (finishing course). Ingredients are listed in Metric and USA measurementsThis is not a
photo-by-photo, step-by-step instruction Recipe Book. But Donabe Cooking is really just
cooking in a pot - even Beginners will have no difficulty following the written instructions. The
Ingredients "Font" is smaller than the Recipe Font - need reading glasses! It would have been
better to use up the wasted 30% "empty white space" available on each Recipe page or a bigger
font for the Recipes. This is a Recipe Book to be read closely, instructions to follow and used in
the kitchen ... not a Home Style Coffee Table Browsing Book.But a Donabe Pot works best with
an open-fire, not induction heat (IH) or electric stove. I had to buy a portable gas-canister stove
to use with my Donabe Pot. Also, the Recipes calls for many authentic Japanese ingredients eg
Saikyo Miso, Karashi, Mizuna, Sake-Kazu, Usukuchi Shoyu - that you will have a very hard time,
if not impossible to find in USA Supermarkets and Grocery Stores. Even in a Japanese USA
Grocery Shop, I will not be able to find about 50% of the Japanese Ingredients needed eg
Mizuna, Sake-Kuzu, Usukuchi Shoyu! This book will do very well for the Non-Japanese Speaker
living in Japan.Otherwise, this is a beautifully-photographed good quality book (Printed in China,
2015) to have in one's Cookbook Collection.”

raquel, “It is perfect book      . Thank you so much! ”

LinnyK, “Amazing. I got this cookbook because I found an old food blog of the author's with a
recipe for beef daikon stew that was simply amazing (it's not in this cookbook). I've cooked quite
a few recipes from this book, and they are all just as good! They're also so versatile - you can
change up the ingredients freely and still come out with something tasty. I love her enthusiasm
for donabe cooking, and all the information the book provides about ingredients and cookware. I
loved the chapter about the kiln in Japan too. After 8 months of cooking with an assortment of
my own pots and a very small donabe a friend lent me, I finally bought my own from the kiln she
mentions in the book. So, you don't really need donabe to make these, but it does add to the
flavor and beauty of the food.”

Emily Y., “Outstanding recipes. As a Japanese person, I was raised on donate recipes but this
cookbook takes it on a different level. There was a Hokkaido seafood recipe I made for my
extremely picky Japanese parents. They loved it so much, they went on a big nabe kick this
winter. I love that they have both dry and soupy/wet dish recipes and the recipes themselves are
thoughtful, simple to execute and wonderfully delicious. This is my new favorite cookbook.”

Luke, “A fascinating set of cooking styles, revealed with deep love. This book is utterly
heartwarming. The author clearly genuinely loves donabe cookery, and has become a close
friend of a family of 8th generation donabe makers. There is one chapter each on how to make



different types of donabe produce their best food. It lightly sketches how the coarse clay of a
good donabe contributes to incredibly flavourful food, through both its heat retention properties
and infrared rays.I appreciate that vegan recipes/options are marked, although it's primarily an
omnivorous book.Read it - you'll find yourself wanting a donabe to make intimate hot-pot
tabletop dinners. It's a book that lingers.”

Minder, “Five Stars. Excellent book. Part history of this ancient cooking technique and part
recipe collection. Love it.”

Gilberto Nuvulari, “Bellissimo. Ottimo libro per entrare nel mondo della cucina in pentole di
terracotta giapponesi: estremamente chiaro e completo accompagna il lettore dalla scelta delle
pentole, passando per la tradizione, fino alle ricette più moderne. Il tutto corredato da bellissime
fotografie. Consigliatissimo.PRO:- Ottima qualità della carta- Ricette tradizionali e moderne-
Fotografie bellissime- Molto ricco (oltre 300 pagine)CONTRO:- L'inglese può essere una
barriera linguistica per molti.Nota: Alcune ricette hanno ingredienti molto difficili da trovare in
Italia.”

Wilson, “Wet book. Product looks good but where the delivery person left it was wet and soggy
and the book was all wet.”

The book by Naoko Takei Moore has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 450 people have provided
feedback.
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